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ABSTRACT 
IDENTITY OR MISSION--WHICH WILL GUIDE 
THE BRETHREN IN CHRIST INTO THE 
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY? 
by 
Layne Alan Lebo 
The purpose of this study was to discover the foundational convictions that guided 
the founders and early leaders of the Brethren in Christ @IC) Church and to compare and 
contrast those convictions with the core values and beliefs of current BIC pastors and 
leaders. The study was undertaken in the hope that understanding gained may provide 
insights that enable the BIC Church to grow healthy, vibrant churches which play a 
significant role in building the kingdom of God. 
To discover the guiding convictions of early BIC pastors and leaders, the author 
did extensive historical research related to the founding of the BIC Church and to the 
BIC’s theological roots of Anabaptism and Pietism. This research identified six 
foundational beliefs: (I) the Scriptures were the basis for faith and practice; (2) a personal 
salvation experience, followed by a pursuit of sanctification was essential to relationship 
with God; (3) the church is the visible, corporate community of God; (4) the world was 
seen as corrupt, and believers were required to separate themselves from the world; 
(5) discipleship consisted primarily of strict obedience to God as revealed in his Word 
and to the beliefs and practices of the BIC; and, (6 )  high value was placed on tradition, 
conservatism, and simplicity. 
The author also determined seven core values of current BIC pastors and leaders 
through the process of thirty-one interviews. Twenty-four interviews were conducted 
with pastors of the largest BIC churches and new congregations (churches planted in the 
last five years), and seven interviews were conducted with BIC denominational leaders. 
The seven core values determined i?om the interviews were: (1) a deep commitment to 
reaching the world with Gospel through outreach at the congregational level, church 
planting, and world missions; (2) a high value is placed on M y ,  community, and body 
life; (3) a vibrant and growing personal relationship with Jesus Christ is foundation to 
relationship with God; (4) the BIC are committed to trust ing in and obeying God’s Word 
as revealed in the Bible; ( 5 )  the BIC are committed to honoring and building on their 
history and tradition; (6) great importance is placed on flexibility and balance in doctrinal 
and theological issues; and, (7) a high value placed on leadership and the development of 
spiritual leaders. 
In comparing and contrasting the foundational beliefs of early BIC pastors with 
the beliefs of current BIC pastors and leaders, this study also addresses the interplay 
between tradition and innovation. This project traces the history of the BIC Church and 
the ongoing tug-of-war between proponents of historic Anabaptism and advocates of the 
historical tenets of Pietism. Historically, Anabaptism has tended to place a great 
emphasis on tradition, identity, and the gathered body of believers, while advocates of 
Pietism have historically been characterized by an openness to innovation, and the 
priority they place on mission and outreach, The author sees the inherent tension 
between these concepts as crucial for the BIC to reconcile among themselves as they seek 
to define their identity and their mission in the twenty-fust century. 
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UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM 
Background 
As I begin this dissertation I will provide a brief background of my own personal 
journey, of the Mechanicsburg Brethren in Christ @IC) Church, and of the BIC 
denominat ion 
MY Personal Journey 
I was born and raised in the BIC Church. I have been a member of the 
Mechanicsburg BIC congregation for nearly twenty-five years, and it is the only 
congregation that has ever been my church home. Both my parents have been BIC their 
entire lives. My father has attended the Mechanicsburg BIC Church all of his life. A 
great-grandfather of mine pastored the Mechanicsburg BIC Church in the 1950s and 60s, 
and a great-great-grandfather before him pastored the church in 1920s and ‘30s. My 
spiritual roots run deep in the BIC Church, and in the local congregation at 
Mechanicsburg . 
Growing up, my family was always very involved in church life. I recall being in 
leadership roles fiom the time I was in my early teen years. As a fieshman at Messiah 
College, I sensed God’s call on my life to be a pastor. Following college I attended 
Asbury Theological Seminary. During my senior year at Asbury, the youth pastor of the 
Mechanicsburg BIC Church accepted a pastorate in another BIC church. At that time I 
was asked and agreed to interview for the position of youth pastor. After the interview, I 
was offered the job as youth pastor and was slated to begin ministry at Mechanicsburg 
BIC on 1 June 199 1 , just two weeks after my graduation from seminary. 
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I have now been on staffat the Mechanicsburg BIC Church for nearly ten years. 
During that time I have served as youth pastor, pastor of young adults, and currently 
executive pastor. I have been privileged to be a part of a team of people that has seen 
God do some special things in the life of our church Allow me to briefly trace the recent 
history of out congregation. 
Recent History of the Mechanicsbura - BIC Church 
Early in 1985 Ken Hepner, the thirty-two year old associate pastor of the Cedar 
Grove BIC in central Pennsylvania, sensed God’s call to move his fhmily an hour south 
to become the senior pastor of the Mechanicsburg BIC Church. God’s call on Ken’s life 
was to lead the Mechanicsburg BIC congregation to become a community church, a 
church characterized by discipleship that led to evangelism, and a church that God would 
use to impact the town of Mechanicsburg. The call on Ken Hepner’s life to pastor a 
community church was not, in and of itself, a unique call. What made God’s calling 
unique was the situation of the church he was called to lead. 
The Mechanicsburg BIC Church, founded in 1890, was ninety-five years old in 
1985. As Pastor Hepner assessed the church membership roster at his arrival he 
discovered the following information: The church membership and average worship 
attendance was approximately 220 people. Of those 220 people, 70 percent were 
affiliated with one of five last names and were people who had been BIC all of their lives. 
The median age of the church was fifky-one. The church was located in the town of 
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, a town of eight thousand people. Of those who attended 
the church, all but a handful lived outside of the town. Attendance at the church had 
peaked at 250 in the late 1960s and had been in a state of plateau with gradual decline for 
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nearly twenty years. 
Mechanicsburg BIC Church was also well known in BIC denominational circles 
as a very conservative, traditional church. Transitioning the Mechanicsburg BIC Church 
from a traditional, family-based church, consisting primarily of people who drove to the 
church &om outside of the town, to a Contemporary church that sought to reach the 
community in which it was located was not a simple or easy shift. 
In his book The Purpose Driven Church, Rick Warren, pastor of Saddleback 
Community Church in southern California, offers some sobering counsel under a heading 
entitled, “What If Our Church Doesn’t Match Our Community?” Warren’s words about 
what he calls ‘Yeinventing the church” poignantly describe Mechanicsburg BIC Church’s 
situation in 1985. In this discussion about transitioning a church Warren says, 
I want this to be very cleat: I do not advise this! It is a painful process and 
may take many years. . . . Don’t even consider this option in a church 
with over one hundred attenders unless God tells you to. It is a road to 
martyrdom (180) 
The Mechanicsburg BIC Church was clearly not the portrait of a community 
church. Yet, over the last fifteen years the church has made the transition Ikom a 
relatively small, traditional, family church to a church that has nearly tripled in size, is 
characterized by contemporary worship, and is increasingly focused on reaching its 
community with the good news of Jesus Christ. 
This change &om a traditional, family church that was plateaued in attendance to 
a contemporary, community church that is growing was not easy. The church and its 
leadership team experienced great criticism and dissent from within the congregation. At 
the height of the conflict regarding what kind of church Mechanicsburg BIC would 
become, over fifty people left the church. Over the next several years forty others also 
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left the church. 
The church also experienced skepticism and criticism fiom people outside of the 
church. The skepticism and criticism encompassed a wide range of subjects, but much of 
it can be categorized under the general complaint that the Mechicsburg BIC Church 
was not being true to its roots as a BIC church. The critique fiom people inside the 
church who left and fiom onlookers from the outside could be summarized as follows: 
"In contemporizing your services, you have watered down core beliefs. In focusing on 
the lost, you h v e  neglected the community of believers. In seeking the Holy Spirit's 
eesh move among you, you are in danger of succumbing tu emotionalism and heresy. 
You may be growing, and seemingly reaching people, but you're not Brethren in Christ." 
Through all of the skepticism, criticism, and dissent, the pastoral staff and lay 
leaders maintained that they were being true to their BIC roots. The historical streams of 
Anabaptism and Pietism, which greatly influenced the leaders of the BIC Church at its 
founding, were spiritual movements that experienced God in powerful new ways, ways 
that brought them into direct con€lict with the established church of their day. These 
movements placed a priority on the centrality of a personal relationship with Jesus Christ 
and their followers committed themselves to reaching those who were outside of 
relationship with Christ. 
Anabaptists of sixteenth-century Switzerland, Germany, and Holland committed 
themselves to living their faith according to what they saw in the New Testament. Men 
like Michael Sattler, Felix Manz, and Menno Sbnons built upon the work of Martin 
Luther and Ulrich Zwingli. As Sattler, Manz, Simons, and others read and studied the 
New Testament, they felt compelled to try and return the Church of their day to the 
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guiding principles and practices they saw in the New Testament Church. When their 
attempts at restoration were met with resistance and later heavy persecution, they were 
forced to break away fiom the established Church. As the Anabaptists broke away and 
established their own new movement, they actively spread the good news of Jesus Christ 
and their understanding of the Scriptures across Europe. However, in breaking away 
fkom the established church and spreading their message, they encountered severe 
persecution, and many of them died a martyr’s death. 
Pietism originated in G e r m y  in the seventeenth century and then spread across 
Europe among Lutherans, like Philipp Jakob Spener and August Hermann Francke, and 
among Reformed pastors like Theodore Uatereyk and Friedrich Lampe. In the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, Pietism came to North America led by Henry Muhlenberg 
among the Lutherans, Philip Wilheim Otterbein among the German Reformed, Theodore 
Frelinghuysen among the Dutch Reformed in New Jersey, and Alexander Mack among 
the Dunkards along the eastern seaboard. Additionally, Pietist influences extended to the 
Puritans through Jonathan Edwards, to the Methodists through John and Charles Wesley 
and Francis Asbury, and to the Mennonites through Martin Boehm. These believers 
emphasized the truth that a personal encounter with God through Jesus Christ was central 
to Christianity. As they studied the life of Jesus and the truths he taught, they noted a 
sharp contrast between the Christianity of the New Testament and what they observed in 
the Church of their day and the prevailing lifestyle of Christians. The frustration of the 
Pietists as they observed the Church of their day is captured well in this statement by 
Johann Otterbein: 
Turn where you please, a distressing sight presents itself. Have we any 
news from anyone, it surely relates to his depravity. But, it cannot be 
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otherwise. Those who live in the cities, as well as those in the country, 
are too extravagant, both in eating and in dressing. . . . I frnd so few 
imitating the life of Jesus-but on the contrary see nothing but worldliness, 
help thinking that the duties of a pastor are surely perplexing. (O’Malley 
167) 
The Pietists believed God’s design was to renew his Church and in the process to 
transform the surrounding culture. The teaching and preaching of the Pietists radically 
impacted much of Europe. Pietism also helped to pave the way for Methodism in 
England. Through the ministry of John and Charles Wesley, English society was 
powerfully transformed. Many in the working classes were given meaning and direction 
for their lives as they came under the influence of the Methodist teaching. Crime and 
vice were significantly curbed, and slavery was abolished. So pervasive was this societal 
transformation that historian Eli Halevy, in his book The Birth of Methodism in Emland, 
attributed the fact that England was spared the type of bloody revolution that shook 
France to the teaching of the Methodists and the accompanying changes that took place in 
England (3). Likewise in North America, the Great Awakening, led by Whitefield and 
Edwards, shook the very foundations of society as the transforming power of Jesus Christ 
touched the lives of men, women, and children. 
As I will explain in more detail later, the spiritual heritage of the BIC is rooted in 
the historical movements of Anabaptism and Reformed Pietism. The Anabaptists sought 
to restore the Church of their day to the ideal they found in the New Testament by 
returning to elements of Christian life they viewed as indispensable in the New 
Testament Church. The Pietists sought to bring God’s transforming power to bear on the 
church of their day so that the Church and ultimately society might be renewed. Both 
Anabaptism and Pietism were characterized by two overriding emphases. First, they 
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emphasized the priority of a personal relationship with Jesus Christ, which they believed 
was available to every person. Secondly, the Anabaptists and Pietists were consumed by 
a passion to spread the good news of Jesus Christ to all people who were outside of 
relationship with him. 
Like their spiritual forebears, the Anabaptists and Pietists, the Mechanicsburg BIC 
Church is committed to the emphases of a vital personal relationship with Jesus Christ 
and a passion to spread the good news of Jesus Christ as it seeks to klfill its mission of 
advancing and enlarging the kingdom of God. As the leaders of the Mechanicsburg BIC 
Church sought to lead the church to become who they believed God desired them to be, 
they recognized that there were obstacles standing in the way. These leaders came to 
understand that making the transition from a traditional, family church to a contemporary, 
cornunity church involved much more than simply making surface changes. As they 
reflected on the history of the Mechanicsburg BIC Church, they noted patterns of control, 
pride, infighting, and resistance to the authority and direction of spiritual leaders. While 
they understood that these issues, and others like them, litter the past of many churches, 
they sensed God impressing upon them the need to codess, corporately before God, sins 
they saw in the church's history and to ask for his forgiveness and subsequent blessing 
upon the church. The Apostle Paul's words in Ephesians 6:  12 took on new meaning for 
them: "For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the 
authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in 
the heavenly realms." 
In their book, Setting Your Church Free, Neil Anderson and Charles Mylander 
emphasize the fact that corporate sins in a church's past must be confessed before God 
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and repented of so the church can experience all that God has for it today. "Corporate 
sins are no more limited to Bible times than are personal ones. Congregations today 
often fall into sinful practices, Every church needs to examine its spiritual health in 
response to the living Christ" (223). 
In June 1994 a group of leaders and longtime church members of the 
Mechanicsburg BIC Church met on a Sunday evening to repent of sins fiom the church's 
past and to ask God to break sinful patterns that they continued to observe in the 
congregation. The leaders saw these patterns as obstacles that were hindering them fiom 
becoming the church they sensed God calling them to be. God moved p w e f i l l y  during 
this time of prayer, and after that night many sensed that God had given the church a new 
start. Three results in particular gave evidence to support the fact that a spiritual 
breakthrough had taken place. First, God's presence was evident in new ways in the 
public worship services. People worshipped freely, the preaching of the Word connected 
with the hearts of people, and at the conclusion of the services when an opportunity for 
response was given, people fkequently responded by coming to the altar at the front of the 
church. Secondly, many church members and regular attenders experienced victory over 
sin and greater freedom in their personal walk with the Lord. Thirdly, the church 
received many opportunities to minister to people in the community through counseling 
and prayer. As a result of the many people, both inside and outside of the church, 
requesting prayer as well as healing and deliverance from bondage, the church developed 
a lay counseling ministry for men and women who were seeking greater victory and 
fieedom in their spiritual walk. God was clearly doing a new work in the Mechztnicsburg 
BIC Church. 
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MY Perception of the BIC Church 
My spiritual roots in the BIC and nine years of ministry experience at the 
Mmhanicsburg BIC Church not withstanding, I have been plagued by a growing 
ambivalence with regard to the BIC Church. As I have viewed my denomination, I have 
Observed issues that I believe have hindered the BIC fiom playing a more significant role 
in building the kingdom of God. The traditionalism and legalism I see, accompanied by a 
strong aversion to change, have frustrated me. My perception is that the past is often 
viewed through rose-colored lenses. As a result, attempts to change historical practices 
or reshape vision to better facilitate ministry in the twenty-first century is typically met 
with strong resistance, because the changes are seen as being antithetical to who the BIC 
have been historically. Along with this, I have noticed the tendency of the BIC to place 
great emphasis on their identity as a family denomination. My opinion is that this inward 
focus has kept the BIC &om effectively reaching outside of the church walls to people 
who are in dire need of the Gospel message. Our preoccupation with our identity has 
also made us reticent to partner with believers fiom other denominations. In addition to 
these realities, strong leadership is often viewed with disdain. My experience has been 
that this reluctance to follow and empower leadership has often left the BIC sorely 
lacking in vision and direction for its future. Not surprisingly, the above realities have 
contributed to the BIC being a very small denomination, not only today, but throughout 
its 220 year history. 
As I h v e  thought about the BIC Church and reflected upon its role in fulfilling 
Jesus' Great Commission, I have come back time and again to the question I was taught 
to ask in preaching and communication classes: "So what?' What value does O W  history 
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as BIC have? Who have we been, and how does that impact us today? Who are we now, 
and does that really matter? What is God's fbture for us, and is it significant? Other than 
the fact that I have been in this denomination my whole life, why am I BIC? For several 
years, questions like these rolled through my mind, but compelling answers were 
noticeably not as forthcoming. 
In the midst of my growing ambivalence and, frankly, disenchantment, with the 
BIC, I read a book over the Christmas holiday of 1998 that my parents had given me. It 
was written by a pastor named Lou Engle. Engie currently pastors a church called 
Harvest Rock International in Pasadena, California. Engle grew up BIC, and an ancestor 
of his, Jacob Engle, was one of the founders of the BIC Church. The book, entitled 
-1, piqued my interest regarding the roots of the BIC and 
God's direction for us today. In the book Engle challenges his readers to rediscover the 
spiritual foundations of their ancestors by redigging the wells of covenant with God to 
which their ancestors committed themselves, Engle explains this concept in the 
following quote: 
Many denominations were birthed in revival! It's time that we rediscover 
the ancient inheritances upon which the Church has been founded. It's 
time to clear out the original wells of revival that have been polluted by 
division and the traditions of man. (28) 
Digging the Wells of Revival brought two key questions into focus for me: What 
are the roots of the BIC? and What is God's unique plan for the BIC Church today? As I 
read Engle's book, I felt compelled to research anew my own spiritual roots and the roots 
of my denomination. I particularly resonated with Engle's description of what he labeled 
"spiritual amnesia.'' 
To be ashamed of that heritage is to fall prey to a dangerous phenomena 
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called spiritual amnesia. Spiritual amnesia happens when a denomination 
or the offspring of a particular move of the Spirit forgets the fkesh 
revelation of Jesus Christ and the quickening encounter with the Holy 
Spirit that their forefathers and mothers embraced. The same doctrines are 
taught, but the power is not present. ( 3 9  
My reading of Engle’s book coincided,with God beginning to impress upon me 
the significance of my own spiritual heritage. I have come to appreciate in new ways the 
commitments my ancestors made to God and to building his Church. 
Mechanicsburg; BIC Church’s Spiritual Heritage 
I have also been gaining a greater appreciation for the spiritual heritage of my 
church, Mechanicsburg BIC. Growing up in a church t h t  was marked by legalism and 
works righteousness has made it easy for me to look at my church’s past with some 
disdain. However, God has impressed upon me the truth that the h i t  he is bearing in 
and through the life of our congregation today has its roots in the lives of our spiritual 
ancestors. Current strengths of the Mechanicsburg BIC Church include our ministry to 
children, our prayer ministry, our focus on outreach and evangelism, and our emphasis on 
personal holiness. As I have talked with longtime members of the Mechanicsburg BIC 
Church, they have shared with me that many of these areas that we consider strengths 
today have been areas the church has emphasized throughout its history. 
For example, the church’s emphasis today in ministering to children has roots in 
our past. In the middle of the last century, the Mechanicsburg BIC congregation began a 
Sunday school program that specifically targeted children. In addition, the vacation Bible 
school and children’s Wednesday night club programs have long been successfbl 
ministries in the church and community. 
The Mechanicsburg BIC Church today emphasizes outreach and evangelism in 
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O u r  community- Four years QO we expanded our current vision as a church for reaching 
the MeChaniCSburg mea by planting a daughter church in a neighboring township. In 
reding about our church’s history, I discovered that historically our church has 
emphasized outreach by holding annual tent meetings in surrounding communities. In 
addition, over the course of the last thirty years, two groups of people, under the blessing 
and support of the congregation, left the Mechanicsburg BIC Church to help plant two 
BIC churches in Central Pennsylvania (Sherk 177-182). 
Another current strength of the Mechanicsburg BIC Church is our prayer, healing, 
and deliverance ministry. Over the past five years, we have seen hundreds of people 
fiom ow church and community experience God’s healing of wounds, fieedom from sin, 
and deliverance fkom bondage through the counseling ministry of our church family. 
Foundational to this ministry is our emphasis on personal holiness and our belief that God 
has more victory and grace for every believer than that which they are currently 
experiencing. James 4:6b says, “But he gives us more grace.” PersonaI holiness has long 
been a point of emphasis for ow denomination and for our local congregation. At times 
this emphasis evolved into legalism and judgmentalism, but this emphasis on holiness 
began as believers experienced God in fresh ways and sensed his call to live a pure life. 
Finally, the Mechanicsburg BIC Church is presently well known among churches 
in the area for its vibrant prayer ministry. We have a twenty-four hour prayer room. The 
church is committed to corporate prayer in our local body and in the region. We also 
stress the importance of our pastors and lay leaders being empowered and supported in 
their ministries through the prayer cover of individuals within our church f d l y .  Several 
years ago as I studied the history of our church, I learned that the title of the sermon 
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preached at the dedication of the Mechanicsburg BIC Church building in 1890 was, “My 
House Shall Be Called a House of Prayer” (Sherk 42). The realization that the 
Mechanicsburg BIC Church’s ministry began with this sermon has been a powerful 
testimony to our church family of our connection with our spiritual ancestors. God is 
bringing to completion what he was putting in the hearts of his people as the 
Mechanicsburg BIC Church was dedicated over 110 years ago. 
God is indeed doing a special work in the Mechanicsburg BIC Church, and it is 
both exciting and humbling to realize that the foundations for many of these new moves 
of God were laid decades ago. As God ministered to adults, youth, and children in the 
history of our church, he was not only profoundly impacting them, he was also paving the 
way for the growth of his kingdom in the years to come. 
As I have been discovering my local church‘s connection with its spiritual roots 
and heritage, my interest in discovering these connections within my denomination has 
grown as well. I have been asking questions such as: “What are the spiritual roots of the 
BIC Church?” “What is the Godly heritage to which this denomination owes its present 
existence?” “How is the BIC Church today connected with its past?” I see these 
questions and others like them as crucial for the BIC to answer at this time in its journey 
as a denomination. 
Formulating; The Problem 
Every era is affected by the tension between old and new, between the past and 
the present, between what is contemporary and what is traditional, and between younger 
and older generations. This tension is played out daily in nearly every facet of life, 
ranging fi-om the home, to the workplace, to schools, to the political arena, and all that 
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they encompass. 
This tension between the traditional and the contemporary is also no stranger to 
the Church. Since its origin nearly two thousand years ago, an ongoing struggle between 
these two forces has colored the history of the Church. Much of the time this tension has 
erupted into conflicts, church splits, and even nations waning against each other; 
however, a healthy tension, resulting in health and strength, has also existed when the 
contemporary and the traditional have intersected. This combination of the traditional 
and the contemporary allows a church to be relevant, innovative, and ultimately effective 
in reaching current generations, while at the same time remaining rooted in the faith that 
has been passed down since Jesus and the apostles. 
This tension between the traditional and the contemporary is also clearly evident 
in the BIC Church. In reading about the history of the BIC, interacting with pastors, 
leaders, and lay people across the denomination, and in observing the two hundred and 
fifty North American churches, I see an ongoing tug of war between proponents of 
tradition on one side and those who favor innovation and change for the purpose of more 
effectively reaching our culture, on the other. Three questions which lie at the heart of 
this struggle are: 
1. How can the BIC reconcile their historic emphasis on community and the 
Priority of the visible, gathered church, with outreach, evangelism, and God’s heart for 
the lost as expressed throughout the Scriptures? 
2. How can the BIC facilitate the intentional growth of believers as disciples of 
Jesus, while also focusing on introducing those to Christ who do not yet know Him? 
3. How can the BIC honor and build on their identity while also partnerhg with 
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believers and churches of other denominations to hlfill the Great Commission? 
As I view the BIC Church, in the light of this tension between the 
past and present, I share three observations. 
1. An overall lack of growth and health exists among the 250 BIC churches in 
North America. I attribute this lack of growth and health among local churches in large 
part to the failure of the BIC to connect with the present culture in relevant and 
innovative ways. 
2. Many BIC churches and pastors appear preoccupied with forms, structures, 
institutional factors, and historical practices, to the neglect of focusing on eesh moves of 
God that bring both heart and life change to twenty-first-century North American people. 
3. A lack of understanding and appreciation is apparent among BIC pastors and 
lay people for the historic roots of the BIC Church and the denomination’s spiritual 
ancestors. While many people seem to be generally familiar with certain facets of BIC 
history related to practices and doctrine, a lack of understanding exists regarding the 
conditions surrounding the founding of the BIC and the denomination’s historic roots of 
Pietism and Anabaptism. 
My contention is that an understanding of our spiritual heritage has the 
potential to offer much benefit for BIC churches, pastors, and lay people today. The 
movements of Anabaptism and Pietism, to which the BIC trace their historical and 
theological roots, were movements that grew rapidly in sixteenth and seventeenth 
century Europe. As Anabaptists and Pietists viewed the Church of their day, they saw a 
church that was characterized by adherence to tradition and unwieldy structures, but one 
that was largely devoid of the life-changing power of Jesus Christ. Consequently, these 
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movements sought to infuse the church of their day with the life and power of Jesus 
Christ, by practicing what they read in the New Testament. 
Biblical and Theological Foundations 
When reconciling the present with the past, we tend to gravitate to one of two 
extremes: We either glorify history and tradition with little consideration as to how that 
history can be applied and made relevant today, or we seek to be innovative and relevant, 
walking in step with our present day culture with little understanding of and concern for 
the history and traditions of those who have gone before us. Yet the Old and New 
Testaments, show that God both desires his people to remember their past and to 
experience Him in fresh ways in the present. This simultaneous Concern for the past and 
present was a common theme of the Old Testament prophets. In Isaiah 64:l-4, the 
prophet cries out 
Oh, that you would rend the heavens and come down, that the mountains 
would tremble before you! As when fire sets twigs ablaze and causes 
water to boil, come down to make your name known to your enemies and 
cause the nations to quake before you! For when you did awesome things 
that we did not expect, you came down, and the mountains trembled 
before you. Since ancient times no one has heard, no ear has perceived, 
no eye has Seen any God besides you, who acts on behalf of those who 
wait for him. 
And in Habakkuk 3:2, the prophet Habakkuk exclaimed, 'Zord, I have heard of yow 
fame; I stand in awe of your deeds, 0 Lord. Renew them in our day, in our time make 
them known; in wrath remember mercy." These verses echo a common theme of the Old 
Testament. God does not want his children to be content with hearing stories of his 
moves in history. He wants to visit his people in fresh ways in their day. 
Jesus also emphasized his Father's desire to do new things in his day. 
Throughout the "Sermon On The Mount" in Matthew chapters five, six, and seven, Jesus 
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declared that he had not come to abolish or destroy the law but to hlfill it. The new 
message Jesus brought was in reality a continuation and fblfdlment of what was written 
in the Old Testament. 
The book of Acts, particularly Acts 2, continues the biblical theme of the new 
work God desires to do by giving us the account of the work God was doing following 
the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ and the coming of the Holy Spirit. Following 
the new work of God on the day of Pentecost, the people of God would never again look 
the same, and neither would the world. Even in our day, believers all over the world 
continue to experience new moves of God. God continues to renew his people and his 
Church, carrying to completion the work of the Holy Spirit that began in a fresh way on 
the day of Pentecost. 
The tendency of God’s people in the Old and New Testaments was to rely on the 
powerhl moves of God in the past and in so doing to fail to experience him in the 
present. Invariably, lifeless forms, traditions, and laws replaced fresh moves of God. 
The danger in replacing a vibrant, personal experience of God with lifeless laws, forms, 
and structures is that the vibrant tradition can quickly be transformed into dead 
traditionalism. 
From the beginning to the end of the Old Testament, God, through his prophets, 
confronted the people of Israel about their reliance on traditions, laws, and outward forms 
to the exclusion of genuine relationship with him. In Isaiah 58 God challenged his people 
to know him, and to do right, rather than simply following prescribed religious practices. 
For day after day they seek me out; they seem eager to know my ways, as 
if they were a nation that does what is right and has not forsaken the 
commands of its God. They ask me for just decisions and seem eager for 
God to come near them. Why have we fasted, they say, and you have not 
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seen it? Why have we humbled ourselves, and you have not noticed? Yet 
on the day of your ht ing,  you do as you please and exploit all your 
workers. . . . Is this the kind of fast I have chosen, only a day for a man to 
humble himself? Is it only for bowing one’s head like a reed and for lying 
on sackcloth and ashes? Is that what you call a M, a day acceptable to 
the Lord? (Isa. 58:2,3, and 5) 
In contrast to relying on laws and traditions, Jesus used the metaphors of patches and 
wineskins to illustrate the fact that the new work of God could not be restricted to the old 
form and structures. 
No one sews a patch of unshrunk cloth on an old garment, for the patch 
will pull away from the garment, making the tear worse. Neither do men 
pour new wine into old wineskins. If they do, the skins will burst, the 
wine will run out and the wineskins will be ruined. No, they pour new 
wine into new wineskins, and both are preserved. (Matt. 9: 16 & 17) 
God’s desire is that every generation of people would experience him afresh, 
rather than relying on the stories of previous generations’ experiences. While the human 
tendency is to replace the pursuit of genuine experience with God in favor of tradition, 
laws, and forms that often prove lifeless, the longing in God’s heart is to infuse our old 
wineskins with his new wine. 
Purpose Statement 
This study addresses the tension that exists in the BIC Church between the 
denomination’s identity and its mission. Proponents of tradition tend to see the identity 
of the BIC as static, dependent on who the denomination has been historically. 
Meanwhile, advocates of ministering to the present day culture believe the BIC identity 
needs to be fluid, enabling the denomination to minister today in innovative and relevant 
ways. This study seeks to highlight the strength of the synergy that occurs when the 
stability of a denomination’s tradition and historical identity intersect with a compelling 
mission and the energy and freshness of innovation. 
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The purpose of this study is to discover the foundational convictions of the BIC 
Church and its leaders in the early days of the church and to compare those beliefs with 
the foundational convictions of pastors of the largest BIC churches and new 
congregations (churches planted in the past five years) today. This study seeks to steer a 
middle ground between two common extremes of human nature. The one extreme is the 
tendency to glorify God’s work in the past and discount or downplay his desire to move 
in fresh ways today. I observe this tendency among some BIC historians and among 
many people over the age of fifky who have been raised in the BIC Church. The other 
extreme is to discount what God has done in history as irrelevant to today and to view 
moves of God today as vastly superior to what has happened in history. I find this 
perspective to be mmmon among BIC people under the age of forty, among people who 
were not raised in the denomination, and among pastors and leaders who have come to 
the BIC fiom other denominations. In contrast to these opposing viewpoints, I am 
convinced that our Heavenly Father’s desire today is to build on the wondefil moves of 
God in history that took place in the lives of our spiritual ancestors. I believe God’s heart 
longs to marry the history and tradition of the BIC Church with innovation and change 
that allows this denomination to effectively reach people for Jesus Christ in the twenty- 
first century. 
I intend to study the origin and early years of the BIC Church to determine the 
fundamental beliefs that were held by the key leaders of this movement. In conjunction 
with this, the author will interview pastors of the largest BIC churches and new 
congregations (churches planted within the last five years) along with current BIC 
denominational leaders to determine what beliefs and convictions they and their churches 
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hold as foundational. My hope is that as the fmdings of the historical research and the 
information gained from the interviews is compared and contrasted, insights may be 
gained which can help the BIC in growing healthy, vibrant churches today. 
Research Ouestions 
The following questions are the research questions addressed in this study. 
Research Ouestion 1 
What are six or seven key convictions of the early BIC that guided the movement 
in its early days and allowed them to experience God individually and corporately? 
Research Question 2 
What are six or seven key convictions held by pastors of the largest BIC churches 
and new congregations that allow them to experience God in fresh ways today? 
Research Question 3 
How much of a connection do pastors of the largest BIC churches and new 
congregations perceive their churches to have with the historic beliefs of the BIC 
Church? 
Research Question 4 
In comparing and contrasting the key convictions of the early BIC leaders and the 
pastors of the largest BIC churches and new congregations today, what can be learned 
that will enable BIC churches to experience greater health and growth in the twenty-first 
century? 
Definition of Terms 
The term "Brethren in Christ" refers to a denomination that traces its 
theological roots to the historic movements of Anabaptism and Pietism. The Brethren in 
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Christ Church began c. 1780 in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania and first adopted the 
name River Brethren, As of 1998 year end statistics, the Brethren in Christ Church in the 
United States and Canada numbers over 21,643 members with an average Sunday 
morning worship attendance of 23,903 people in 253 local churches. Nearly half of these 
253 churches are located within a 150-mile radius of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Of these 
253 churches, thirty-two exceed an average Sunday morning worship attendance of two 
hundred people, sixteen exceed three hundred, nine churches exceed four hundred in 
attendance, seven are over five hundred, three exceed six hundred in Sunday morning 
worship attendance, and the largest church, Manor BIC, averages 840 people in Sunday 
morning worship (Hoke, Minutes of BIC General Conference 2000). 
Anabaptism is a term that covers a wide range of religious groups and beliefs. In 
the recently published book on BIC core values, entitled Focusing Our Faith, 
editor Terry Brensinger defines Anabaptism and Pietism as the historic movements to 
which the BIC trace their roots. Brensinger defines the Anabaptist roots of the BIC 
Church in the following way: 
We trace our roots to various groups of Christians in sixteenth-century 
Europe who, though having much in common with major Protestant 
reformers like Martin Luther and John Calvin, sought to go further in 
restoring the church as they saw it portrayed in the New Testament. These 
Christians, called Anabaptists ("rebaptizers") by their opponents, accepted 
the Bible as the sole foundation for the church and sought to follow its 
teachings quite literally in every area of life. (8) 
Pietism is another term that encompasses a wide range of groups and ideologies. 
The Pietist movement began in seventeenth-century Germany and quickly spread across 
Europe. The Pietist movement also resulted in radical sectarian expressions. Speaking of 
the Pietist influence on the BIC, Brensinger notes, 
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We also owe a portion of our identity to certain German believers who, in 
the seventeenth century, rejected the overly intellectualized expression of 
the Christian faith that had become popular within certain segments ofthe 
church. Without abandoning pursuits of the mind, these "Pietists" 
emphasized an intimate or experiential faith that went beyond the mere 
acceptance of correct doctrine. The Christian faith is a relationship with 
God, and it should not simply be affmed with the head, but enjoyed with 
the heart. (8-9) 
Renewal is defined by Howard Snyder in his book, S i p  of the Spirit, as, 
A sociologically and theologically definable religious resurgence which 
arises and remains withq or in continuity with, historic Christianity, and 
which has a significant (potentially measurable) impact on the larger 
church in terms of number of adherents, intensity of belief and 
commitment, and or the creation or revitahation of institutional 
expressions of the church. (267-268) 
Renewal is about God bringing new life to his people and Church. 
Revival, in Colin Whittaker's book, Great Revivals, is defined as, 
Those special seasons of divine visitation when God the Holy Ghost 
quickens and stirs the slumbering Church of God. Believers are set ablaze 
for Christ and the power of God is so manifest in prevailing prayer and 
anointed preaching of the gospel that the most hardened and sceptical 
unbelievers are brought under great conviction of sin, leading in turn to 
genuine repentance and saving faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, through His 
death on the cross and resurrection. (21) 
Revival begins with the Church and spreads out to powerfully impact the community, 
bringing unbelievers to saving hith in Jesus Christ. 
The term "spiritual roots" in this study refers to the people, traditions, and 
historical movements that comprise one's spiritual heritage. For example, my spiritual 
roots consist of my Christian ancestors, the history and traditions of the BIC, and the 




The starting point for the project will be the historical study in which I focus on 
the early days of the BIC Church, with special emphasis given to the historic streams of 
Anabaptism and Pietism that fed into the BIC movement at its founding. I intend to 
research the origin and early history of the BIC Church with the intent of identifying the 
key convictions and beliefs of the early BIC. The second aspect of the research will be 
gained from the two sets of interviews and fiom BIC church growth statistics. 
Subiects 
The subjects for the interviews fit into one of three categories: 
1. Pastors of the largest BIC churches as of 1998. Interviews were conducted 
with pastors of sixteen BIC churches which exceeded an average attendance of three 
hundred people in Sunday morning worship (see Appendix A). 
2. Pastors of the largest new congregations (churches begun in the last five years) 
within the BIC Church. I contacted the five regional conference bishops and requested 
each of them to supply me with the names of the largest two or three new congregations 
in their respective conferences. From the new churches that were presented to me, I 
selected one or two fiom each of the BIC regional conferences. This provided me with a 
list of eleven new congregations whose pastors I sought to interview. These churches 
represented the following geographic areas in North America: Ontario, Canada; LOS 
Angeles, California; Harrisburg, and Altoona, Pennsylvania; Roanoke, Virginia; 
Indianapolis, Indiana; Salina, Kansas; and, Waukesha, Wisconsin (see Appendix B). 
3. Nine denominational leaders in the BIC Church with whom I sought 
interviews. The positions held by these leaders were: General Moderator, General 
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Secretary, Executive Director of World Missions, Director of Field Studies, and bishops 
of the Atlantic/Southeast Conferences, the Allegheny/Susquehanna Conferences, the 
Canadian Conference, the Pacific Conference, and the CentralMidwest Conferences (see 
Appendix C). 
The interview questions focused on six issues: 
1. The pastor’s or leader’s ministry background; 
2. The personal beliefs and convictions of the interviewees; 
3. The mission or vision statements of the churches represented in the interviews; 
4. The interviewee’s perception of the denomination’s beliefs, strengths, and 
weaknesses; 
5. The interviewee’s assessment of the future of the BIC denomination; and, 
6.  The pastor’dleader’s understanding of the BIC historical roots and beliefs. 
Variables 
Variables identified in the surveys and interviews which will affect the findings 
include: age, ministry experience, denominational background, theological beliefs, 
ministry location and setting, church size, growth patterns, and length of stay at present 
ministry location. b o t h e r  factor to be taken into account is the format of the interviews. 
Approximately one-third of the interviews were conducted in person, two-thirds were 
conducted over the telephone, and two pastors responded in written form. 
Instrumentat ion 
I used two sets of interview questions in the interviews. One set of interview 
questions was used with the pastors of the largest BIC churches and pastors of the new 
congregations (see Appendix D). Another set of questions was used in the interviews 
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with the BIC denominational leaders (see Appendix E). 
Data Collection 
Data collection proceeded in the following way. First, the pastors and leaders to 
be interviewed were sent a letter. The letter explained the fixus of the dissertatbn, 4 
included a list of the questions that would be asked (see Appendix F). I then called the 
potential interviewees and arranged times for the interviews. As the interviews were 
conducted I took notes. Following the interviews, the notes were typed and then collated. 
Delimitations and Generalizability 
The context of this study, as well as the immediate application., is specific to the 
BIC Church; however, my hope is that the findings of this study, particularly the 
historical aspects, will have a broader application for other denominations. The 
Anabaptist and Pietist traditions are historical movements that have impacted much, if 
not all, of Protestantism over the course of the last four hundred years. 
The Anabaptists were part of the Radical Reformation that swept across Europe in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and played a key role in the founding of the New 
World as thousands of pilgrims came to North America seeking religious ikedorn and 
fertile missionary fields. These Anabaptist reformers built on the work of Luther, Cdvin, 
and Zwingli, but believed that these men stopped short of allowing God to totdy 
redefine and transform the institutional Church. The Anabaptists believed that separation 
fiom the state Church was the only viable option for restoring a primitive New Testament 
Church pattern. 
Pietism began as a renewal movement among Lutheran and Reformed churches in 
seventeenth-century Germany and Holland. The movement spread rapidly, eventually 
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impacting Europe and the New World as well. Pietism’s influence fed into the Great 
Awakenings which swept across North America, and the movement powerfully impacted 
John Wesley whose “Methodism” changed the face of eighteenth century England. 
The historical movements of Anabaptism and Pietism have changed the hce of 
Protestantism worldwide, thus I believe this study has relevance far beyond the BIC 
Church. My desire is that through this study believers of different Christian traditions 
may be compelled to rediscover their own spiritual roots. The rediscovery of their 
spiritual roots will no doubt encourage and strengthen men and women of God as they 
seek to build his kingdom in the twenty-first century. 
Overview 
The literature review of which Chapter 2 is comprised will encompass the 
following categories of literature: 
1. Current literature that examines church history, and the impact of renewal and 
revival movements on the history of the Church; 
2. Literature that focuses on BIC history; 
3. Literature that reflects on the BIC Church and its journey as a denomination 
since 1950, and which makes observations and suggestions related to the future of the 
denomination; 
4. An overview of historical literature written by the leaders of Anabaptism and 
Pietism as well as literature that deals with the theology inherent in these movements; 
and, 
5. A review of Scriptures that have historically been foundational for the BIC 
Church These Scriptures include: Matthew 5;  Matthew 18; John 13; Ephesians 4; and 1 
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Corinthians 11. 
Chapter 3 will explain in more detail the design of the project. In Chapter 4, I 
will analyze the findings fkom the historical research, paying special attention to the core 
beliefs and convictions of the early BIC Church. Chapter 5 will focus on analyzing the 
findings from the interviews with BIC denominational leaders and pastors. Chapter 6 
will conclude the project by comparing and contrasting the values and convictions of the 
early BIC with the values and convictions of church leaders and pastors today. In this 
final chapter I will also reflect on the history of the BIC denomination and make some 
observations related to the firture of the BIC Church, looking at the question, "Where do 
we go from here?" 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE 
Overview of Chapter 
In Chapter 2 I will review selected literature fiom five areas. First, I will review 
current literature that examines the impact of renewal and revival movements on the 
history of the Christian Church. The subject of renewal and revival and its impact on the 
Church in history, as well as the Church today is a popular one. Historians and 
theologians (e.g., Barry Callen, Richard Lovelace, and Howard Snyder) fiom across the 
theological spectrum are writing on the subject, and though they come fiom varied 
backgrounds, they are in much agreement as they reflect on the history of the Church. 
Secondly, I will review literature that focuses on BIC history. The seminal work 
in this subject is Carlton Wittlinger’s book Ouest for Piety Obedience. I will also be 
drawing fiom dissertations written about the BIC by Owen Alderfer, A. W. Climenhaga, 
Martin Schrag, and E. Morris Sider. 
The third area of literature I will review is literature written a h u t  the BIC and its 
journey as a denomination since 1950. The literature reviewed in this section not only 
traces BIC history over the course of the past halfcentury, it also reflects on the 
denomination’s extended history and attempts to set a course for the fbture of the 
denomination in the twenty-first century. 
The fourth area of literature I will review addresses the history of the Anabaptist 
and Pietist movements. I will seek to give an overview of the origins of Anabaptism and 
Pietism and note the ministry of some of the key leaders in these movements. In this 
section I will also highlight the tensions with which these groups wrestled related to 
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traditional forms and structures and the new work of the Holy Spirit they perceived God 
was blessing. Both Anabaptism and Pietism began as movements within the Church, and 
the leaders of these movements desired to re& in the established Church rather than 
begin a new sect or denomination. In this section I will also examine some of the 
theological convictions in Anabaptism and Pietism. Three key issues I will be 
considering are these traditions’ understanding of the church, their view of the world, and 
their understanding of the role of the individual believer in the world. 
Finally, I will review Scriptures that historically have been foundational for the 
BIC. I will focus on Matthew chapters 5 and 18, John 13, Ephesians 4, and 1 Corinthians 
11. 
Current Literature Related to Renewal and Revival 
The literature that exists on the subject of renewal and revival in the Church is 
extensive and growing all the time. In the course of this project I worked with literature 
that examines the impact of renewal movements in the Church in three areas. The fist 
area is a study of renewal and revival movements in history. The second body of 
literature addresses the need for the church and culture of North America today to 
experience God’s renewing and reviving work. The third body of literature constructs a 
theology of revival and renewal by examining historic and current revival and renewal 
movements in the Church. 
The authors whose literature I reviewed for this study address a broad scope of 
issues related to the concept of renewal and revival movements in the Church. For the 
purposes of this project, I will confine my discussion to the works of Lou Engle, Barry 
Callen, Richard Lovelace, and Howard Snyder. 
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As I begin this review of literature and focus on the work of four primary authors, 
I Want to first Present an important observation and then call attention to a pointed 
question raised in a book, edited by Richard Hughes, entitled The Primitive Church in k 
Modern World. George Marsden observes the tendency of many North American 
Protestant churches to embrace “historylessness.” Marsden notes that many p p l e  w h  
have sought renewal for the Church have, “Accentuated the authority of the original 
biblical faith and practice of the primitive church and asserted the irrelevance of 
historical traditions for discovering God’s truth revealed in the Bible.” (qtd. in Hughes 
34) Marsden points out that often denominations, sects, and religious movements go 
straight to the pages of the New Testament for insight, while ignoring the spiritual roots 
and context of their own unique history. 
Later George William McClendon asks a crucial question related to the issue of 
renewal and revival in history and its relationship to the renewal the Church desires to 
experience today. “Is there something about our beginnings that will keep us fiom going 
where we need to go? Or (to turn the question around) do our reclaimed beginnings (and 
they alone) enable us to go where we must?” (qtd. in Hughes 98). McClendon’s question 
is a critical one, a question that each of the four authors I reviewed wrestle with as they 
reflect on renewal and revival in the history of the Church and their desire to see the 
Church renewed and revived today. 
In wing: the Wells of Revival, Lou Engle challenges the Church with its need 
to be revived. He calls believers today to reacquaint themselves with the spiritual 
heritage that has been passed on to them. Engle believes that uncovering our heritage is 
so h p r t a n t  because most denominations were born out of revival and fiesh moves of 
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God. He says, “It’s time to clear out the original wells of revival that have been polluted 
by division and the traditions of man” (28). He goes on to explain his belief that many 
Christians have f’allen prey to “spiritual amnesia.” “Spiritual amnesia happens when a 
denomination. . . forgets the fiesh revelation of Jesus Christ and the quickening 
encounter with the Holy Spirit that their forefathers and mothers embraced. The same 
doctrines are taught, but the power is not present” (36). In sum, Engle calls for the 
Church and believers today to reaffirm the covenants with God that were established long 
ago by their spiritual ancestors. He challenges the Church to build on tradition and yet 
experience God in fiesh ways today. 
Engle’s balancing of tradition and the contemporary is very reEeshing in a day 
when proponents of tradition and those who call for God to move in new ways are often 
at odds with each other. The idea of reaffirming covenants with God that have been 
established by our forefathers and mothers in the past allows the Church to draw upon the 
wisdom, insight, and experience of previous generations, while still experiencing God in 
fiesh ways today. 
Another author who addresses the issue of renewal and revival and its impact 
upon the Church in history and the present day is Barry Callen. In Radical Christianity, 
Callen lays out his belief that denominations ranging fiom the BIC and Mennonites to the 
Churches of God, to United Methodists, to the Puritans, all wrestle with the tension 
between Spirit and institution. Callen notes that all of these groups are ultimately 
products of renewal movements. He groups these denominations together in what he 
terms “the Believers Church tradition.’’ Callen writes, 
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Restoration is a continuing process of renewal. To freeze creedal 
formulations or church structures and practices from any time period, 
including the early church, is to establish a post-biblical canon of 
authority. Even so, there has been a pervasive search for the restoration of 
something judged to be basic and original. This was and is the apostolic 
idealism of the Believers Church tradition. (71) 
Callen is encouraged by the historical stance churches in the Believers Tradition 
have taken and believes the Church at large has much to learn fiom these 
denominations as it seeks "to be both fkithfbl to its heritage and relevant to its 
context" (158). 
Like Engle, Callen seeks to balance the historical traditions of the Church with a 
desire for the Church to be relevant today. While Engle writes fiom his perspective as a 
pastor in a non-denominational, charismatic church, Callen writes in the context of 
traditional, mainline denominations. Callen's words are a breath of fiesh air to churches 
with rich histories that are not content to rest on that history by emphasizing the 
traditions, forms, and structures of the past but want to experience God in ways that are 
fresh and relevant to their culture today. 
Historian Howard Snyder also writes extensively on renewal within the Church. 
In his books, The Problem of Wineskins and The Radical Wesley, Snyder looks at 
renewal within the context of the historical church, focusing specifically on churches 
within the Anabaptist and Wesleyan streams. In S i g s  of the Sukit Snyder attempts to 
make applications for churches today based upon his observations of how renewal and 
revival impacted churches in history. Snyder defines a renewal movement as 
A sociologically and theologically definable religious resurgence which 
arises and remains within, or in continuity with historic Christianity, and 
which has a significant (potentially measurable) impact on the larger 
church in terms of number of adherents, intensity of belief and 
commitment, andor the creation of revitalization of institutional 
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expressions of the church. (Signs of the Spirit 267-268) 
Snyder characterizes renewal movements in three ways: Institutional (supported 
by the established church), Charismatic (drawing its impetus from outside of the church), 
or Mediating (a combination of internal and external factors). He contends that the 
Mediating View is the most beneficial model of renewal because of the h s h s s  it pulls 
fiom outside of the movement while also maintaining connection with the established 
church. He further defines the Mediating View by listing ten characteristics: 
1. Rediscovery of the Gospel; 
2. Exists as a movement within a movement; 
3, Relies on some form of small group structure; 
4. Maintains a structural link with the institutional church; 
5. Committed to the unity, vitality, and wholeness of the larger church; 
6.  Mission oriented; 
7. Provides the context for the rise and training of new forms of ministry and 
leadership; 
8. Distinctfy conscious of its place as a covenant based community; 
9. Its members remain in close daily contact with society, particularly the poor; 
a d ,  
10. Maintains an emphasis on the Spirit and the Word as the basis of its authority 
(Signs of the Spirit 276-28 1). 
Snyder provides invaluable historical analysis of renewal movements, particularly 
those within the Anabaptist and Wesleyan traditions, and makes very helpful applications 
for the Church today. Like Callen, Snyder’s writing context is traditional denominational 
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churches. Snyder presents a balanced approach for reconciling issues ofhistory a d  
tradition with cultural relevance and effectiveness in building the Church in the twentieth 
and twenty-first centuries. 
In Dynamics of Spiritual Life, Richard Lovelace provides a comprehensive 
history and theology of renewal and revival. With broadbrush strokes Lovelace reviews 
renewal and revival under the ministry of Jonathan Edwards, John Wesley, Cotton 
Mather, D.L. Moody, Charles Finney, Billy Sunday, and Billy Graham. Lovelace looks 
at revival movements that span fiom the Great Awakenings up to and including the Jesus 
Movement of the 1970s. 
Like Engle, Callen, and Snyder, Lovelace also presents a balanced theology ?&at 
hcorporates elements from both the past and the present. A main emphasis that runs 
throughout Lovelace’s work is his belief that God is always the initiator in revival and yet 
the h i t  borne in revival, and its depth and scope is dependent on the Church’s readiness. 
Building on noted historian J. Edwin Orr’s view of revival, Lovelace writes, 
Religious revival focuses sharply on the phenomena described in Acts 1 
and 2: corporate prayer of dependence on the Holy Spirit, followed by the 
spiritual re-energizing of the church and the empowering of preaching and 
teaching ministries reaching out in evangelism and healing social ministry, 
leading to the conversion of large numbers both within and outside the 
church. (48-49) 
Lovelace points to the far reaching effects of revival movements like the 
Protestant Reformation in Europe, the Methodist Revival in England, and the Great 
Awakenings in North America and attributes their success to the preparedness of leaders 
like Martin Luther, John Calvin, John Wesley, George Whitefield, and Jonathan 
Edwards. On the other hand, he notes that some of the revival moves of God in the last 
two centuries have been limited in their depth and breadth because of the lack of quality, 
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trained leaders who were prepared to help sustain the revival move of God. Lovelace is 
also critical of evangelicalism for its emphasis on marketing the gospel and expanding its 
membership roles, rather than seeking to ground individual believers in the Christian 
faith and build the Church (27-32). 
Lovelace does a mastefil job of reviewing nearly five hundred years of renewal 
and revival movements in the Church and applying truths learned fkom those movements 
to the Church today. His approach to revival balances the work of God and the role of 
people and can be applied to churches of varied back&ounds. 
Each of the four authors referred to above-Engle, Callen, Snyder, and Lovelace- 
provide helpful analyses of renewal and revival and its impact upon the Church in history 
and upon the Church today. While these authors come fiom a variety of backgrounds, 
each emphasizes the fact that the Church is most effective when it combines the 
foundations of the faith that have been passed down through history with the 
understanding that God desires to move in fiesh and relevant ways today. These authors 
seem to resonate with the words Habakkuk prayed to God in Habakkuk 3:2, where the 
prophet’s words express thanks to God for his moves in the past, and call to him to move 
in fiesh ways today. ‘Zord, I have heard of your fame; I stand in awe of your deed, 0 
Lord. Renew them in our day, in our time make them known.” 
Literature Dealinn with Brethren in Christ History 
The amount of existing literature written on the history of the BIC is sparse in 
volume and narrow in scope. The early BIC were very simple folk. They were 
predominantly farmers who spoke German within a predominantly English culture, 
These believers emphasized the practical aspects of the Christian life, and were not given 
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to Writing down their beliefs or recording their history; therefore, the amount of primary 
sources fkom the denomination’s first seventy-five years is limited to an early codession 
of faith, an early membership covenant, brief reflections fiom several people outside of 
the BIC, and a minimal amount of writing fiom people within the denomination. In 
addition to the dearth of primary sources, the more recent histories that have been written 
about the BIC come from only a handfbl of people whose backgrounds, ideas, and 
perspectives seem very similar. 
A primary focus of the literature on BIC history is the founding of the 
denomination. The BIC began c. 1780 in Bainbridge, Pennsylvania (Lancaster County) 
on the banks of the Susquehanna River. Legend has it that a small group of men, 
possibly led by Jacob Engle, sought to have an ordained minister from either the 
Mennonite Church or the German Reformed Church baptize them by trine immersion. 
They viewed the baptism as essential so that they could begin a new movement, which 
combined beliefs of the Mennonites and Reformed Pietists. When these requests were 
denied, the group reportedly followed the example of their Swiss Anabaptist forefathers 
and baptized each other. This baptism purportedly took place in either the Susquehanna 
River, or a stream near Bainbridge, Lancaster County that fed into the Susquehanna. The 
origin of the name “River Brethren” has various explanations. The most plausible 
explanation seems to be that after the movement began members settled in various places, 
and as they relocated they referred to those who remained near the site of the movement’s 
founding as “the Brethren at the River.” Over time the name stuck and was shortened to 
River Brethren. At the time of the Civil War the denomination was incorporated and 
adopted the name “Brethren in Christ” (Wittlinger 26-27). 
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The River Brethren movement was established during a time of revival in the 
Lancaster County area. Evidence exists to suggest Mennonite, Dunker, and Reformed 
Pietist influence among the founders of the River Brethren. Jacob Engle and several of 
the other founders had Mennonite backgrounds, and evidence suggests that some of the 
original leaders had connections with the Dunkers as well, The influence of Reformed 
Pietistm came though the ministry of Martin Boehm (who was formerly a Mennonite) 
and Philip William Otterbein (Wittlinger 18-20). 
Philip William Otterbein had come to Lancaster fiom Germany in response to a 
missionary call to pastor in the German Reformed Church Martin Boehm, who was also 
on assignment to North America fiom Germany, was a Mennonite minister who had 
recently undergone a dramatic conversion experience. These men reportedly met at a 
large revival meeting in 1767 held at the Isaac Long fkq near Landis Valley, a few 
miles north of Lancaster City. Boehm preached at the meeting, and Otterbein was in 
attendance. After the message Otterbein was so moved that we went to Boehm and threw 
his arms around him, exclaiming “Wir sind Bruder” (“We are Brethren”). The hearts of 
these men were knit together by their shared emphasis on the new birth through 
conversion, personal repentance, assurance of the forgiveness of sins, and the holy life. 
Boehm and Otterbein were instrumental in founding what came to be known in the early 
nineteenth century, as the United Brethren (UB) (Wittlinger 10-1 1). 
At the outset the Ever  Brethren uniquely combined aspects of the Mennonites 
and Reformed Pietism. Martin Schrag writes, “The uniqueness of the original River 
Brethren was their integrating of the Pietistic understanding of the crisis conversion 
experience with the Mennonite-Dunker understanding of the church and the relationship 
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ofthe church toward the world” (24). In other words, the early River Brethren 
maintained an emphasis on community and the gathered body of believers, but they also 
incorporated a strong emphasis on the need for individuals to personally experience 
salvation. Reflecting on the origins of the River Brethren., Wittlinger points to four ideas 
that were essential to the Brethren as they began their movement: 
1. The authority of Scripture for faith and practice; 
2. A heartfelt conversiodnew birth experience; 
3. The church as a visible community of converted adults; and, 
4. A surrounding world hostile to the f8ith and life of that community (35). 
The literature pertaining to the history of the BIC also highlights the convictions 
and beliefs of the early Brethren. In reviewing this literature and reflecting on the origin 
and early years of the BIC , I have identified the following six fbundational beliefs and 
values. 
1. The Scriptures were studied and obeyed as the basis for faith and practice. 
2. A crisis salvation experience of the believer, followed by a pursuit of 
sanctification, is essential to relationship with God. 
3. The church is the visible, corporate community of God. 
4. Discipleship is evidenced by obedience to God and adherence to the principles 
and practices of the chuck 
5 .  The world is corrupted by sin, which necessitates that believers maintain 
intentional separation fiom the world by refusing participation in wx, refiainhg f?om 
involvement in politics, isolating themselves fkom the world’s entertainment, and 
shielding oneself &om the influences of modernity. 
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6. The Brethren committed themselves to being counterculture by placing a 
high value on tradition and a lifestyle that was characterized by conservatism, and 
simplicity. This value builds on and is closely connected to the commitment the early 
BIC placed on separation itom the world. However, the value placed on tradition and the 
lifestyle commitment to conservatism and simplicity took on a life of 3s own and actually 
came to define the River BrethredBIC for years to come. 
The acute tension the denomination has experienced between tradition and 
innovation throughout its history is not surprising when one considers the ConvictiOns of 
the early BIC and the emphasis they placed on the believer's separation fim the workl, 
along with the values of tradition, conservatism, and simplicity. Wilbgm says ofthe 
Brethren, "They were preoccupied with the goal of a pure church in which the 
community of the converted sought to perfect obedience in visible fellowship with each 
other and in sharply defined tension with the surrounding world" (1 33). 
In reading the history of the BIC, I observed the tendency of BIC writers to 
glorify the history and traditions of the denomination and to, in turn, look skeptically at 
innovation and the changes it has brought. As a result, much of the history that has been 
written comes across as a justification for changes that have been made through the years. 
These writers seem to work from the assumption that the founding of the denomination 
epitomized the "glory days." Thus, changes and innovations that have taken place s h e  
the origin of the River Brethren movement must be justified on the grounds that they 
represent a more true expression of who the BIC were at their conception. When 
significant changes occurred in history, rarely was the admission made that the Brethren 
were correcting a wrong. Rather the leaders were realigning the BIC with the original 
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vision of its founders. 
BIC History Since 1950 
The literature reviewed about the BIC and its journey as a denomination since 
1950 comes primarily fiom two internal sources. First of all, I reviewed all the copies of 
the BIC historical journal, Brethren in Christ Historv and Life (established in 1980). 
Secondly, I read a book edited by church historian and archivist E. Morris Sider entitled, 
Reflections on a Heribxe. 
The year 1950 has been selected as the start of the modern era for the BIC 
because in that year leaders within the church began to wrestle with where the 
denomination stood and what the future held for the BIC. In 1950, during a National 
Association of Evangelicals Conference in Indianapolis, five prominent BIC leaders 
made a cofnmitment to do what they could to move the denomination beyond its legalism 
and the accompanying slow growth of the previous twenty-five years. They highlighted 
three areas that needed change. First, the legalism of the denomination needed to be 
curbed. Secondly, ministers in the church needed to be financially supported. Finally, 
converts needed to be assimilated into the church. The m u a l  conference sermons of 
1950 and 1951 built on this theme of change, and subsequently the denomination began 
undergoing sweeping transitions that have continued through the present day (Wittlinger 
479-48 1). 
As a small denomination, numbering less than 25,000 members in the United 
States and Canada, the BIC have struggled throughout their history to define and 
communicate their identity. This struggle to define and articulate a clear identity as BIC 
has been evident both internally in discussions among leaders and churches regarding 
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doctrine, policy, and fiture direction, and externally as the BIC have sought to 
communicate to those outside of the denomination, This quest to establish a clear 
identity has been particularly evident during the last fifty years. 
During the last halfcentury, the BIC Church has relaxed its stance on wbat it 
means to be counterculture or "in the world, but not of the world.'' Restrictions on issues 
such as dress for men and women, jewelry, hairstyles, architecture of church buildings, 
owning insurance, and entertainment have changed dramatically as the BIC Church has 
sought to maintain its core beliefs and values and yet allow some personal M o m  m 
determining how those values are lived out. Yet in spite of this move toward cultural 
relevance, strong sentiment has also been expressed for the BIC to rnaintain a cbse 
connection with their historical roots and traditions. This desire to be relevant and 
innovative in building God's kingdom and reaching the world in the twenty-first century, 
while maintaining a connection with their tradition and historical roots, comes through in 
the following questions that recur in the BIC literature of the last fifty years: What is the 
heritage of the BIC? How does the BIC heritage impact the church today? Who are the 
BIC at the turn of the twenty-first century? How have the BIC arrived at the place where 
they are today? Have the BIC been true to their heritage? What does the kture hold for 
the BIC as a denomination? 
The tendency, as noted previously, of BIC historians to glorify the 
denomination's history is also evident in the literature of the past half century. While 
changes that have occurred in the last fifty years are readily noted and fiequently 
embraced, BIC writers continue their attempts to justify the transitions that have been 
made by pointing out how these changes are consistent with the BIC Church's historical 
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roots. For example, in a chapter entitled “The Brethren Mindset,“ Owen Alderfer 
presents his belief that changes the BIC have made through the years have not been 
haphazard attempts at cultural relevance or changes based solely on what other 
denominations were doing. Rather, transitions that have taken place among the BIC have 
been consistent with who the BIC were historically. Alderfer identifies the ”Brethren 
Mindset” as a grid through which one can understand change the BIC have made. He 
defines the “Brethren Mindset” as follows: 
1. Christian truth is open-ended, not captured in creeds and doctrinal statements. 
2. The body of belief and principles may be incorporated from a variety of 
sources. 
3. The thought system was worked out in life among the Brethren. 
4. Mutuality is necessary to the existence and development of the Body and to 
the Body working out its system of belief (Sider, Reflections on a Heritwe 139-141). 
In a subsequent chapter in Sider’s Reflections on a Heritage, David Weaver- 
Zercher asks the question, “Is there a Brethren mindset?” (158-159). Weaver-archer 
questions the validity of Alderfer’s “Brethren Mindset” and proceeds to explain his belief 
that changes the BIC have made through the years have been motivated by the hunger of 
the BIC for revival and experiential life change. Both Alderfer and Weaver-archer put 
forth arguments that attempt to connect and explain recent changes the BIC have made 
with the convictions of the eighteenth and nineteenth century BIC; however, their 
attempts to explain or justify changes that have happened though the years, point to an 
underlying assumption that changes that have occurred in the past and changes that will 
come in the fhture must be defended on the grounds of who the BIC have been 
historically. The assumption seems to be that a lack of justification for change places the 
BIC in danger of losing their traditional foundations. 
In contrast to this sentiment, others have written challenging the BIC not to fucus 
on preserving its distinctives and saving the denomination as the end goal. In an article 
entitled “A Vision for the Future,” Eugene Wmgert challenges the BIC with the 
following words: 
What is our vision for the future? What vision can we bave that is big 
enough, grand enough and worthy enough to compel our journey into the 
next century of denominational life? May I suggest that the vision for the 
future is not the preservation of certain quaint traditions and practices 
fiom the past. As interesting and filled with nostalgia as they may be, the 
customs of the past do not serve as a compelling vision for OUT pilgrimage 
of faith. Neither is the challenge before us the perpetuation of the 
denomination known as the Brethren in Christ. Denominational survival 
is not OUT aim, and I would submit to you that in the day when our vision 
becomes nothing more than the perpetuation of this body, we will have 
lost our reason to be. (28) 
In a similar vein, Ken Hoke and David Hall examine the BIC identity and the 
present denomination’s connection with its past. Hoke writes, 
We are called to be honest to our world and situation as we seek to be a 
part of the people of God in our world today. Could it be that we are in 
fact in step with our church founders? Are we just looking at very 
different issues than what they were looking at? (“Response to ‘Gospel, 
Church, and Culture’ and ‘The Brethren in Christ Culture”’ 28-29) 
And Hall asks, 
So who are we, or who do we want to be? A reactionary community of 
separtists? A coalition of co-belligerent people (even non-Christians) who share 
some of our traditional beliefs about simplicity, peace, and egalitarianism? Or 
perhaps a church whose distinctives take an intentional second place as we rally 
around whatever might be agreed upon as “the essentials“? (“Response to 
Hiebert” 85) 
In sum, the BIC literature written since 1950 has sought to establish the 
denomination’s identity in a way that is both consistent with its historical roots and yet 
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allows for effective ministry in the twenty-first century. As I have read and reflected on 
this literature, I see recurring tensions, tensions that have their roots in the synthesis the 
founders of the denomination created between the beliefs of Anabaptism and Pietism. I 
believe these tensions are captured in the following questions: 
1. What is the Church? 
2. What should be the Church’s relationship to the world? 
3. What is ultimately the Church‘s mission? 
The issues raised by these questions have been discussed since the founding of the 
River Brethren and have recently become even more critical as the BIC have tried to 
grapple honestly with their identity and God’s purposes for the denomination I believe 
the resolution of these questions will in large part determine the effectiveness of the BIC 
Church in the twenty-first century. Prior to addressing the above questions about the 
church, its relationship with the world, and its mission, let us look more closely at the 
historical movements of Anabaptism and Pietism 
Literature Reflecting on the History and Theolopv of Anabaptism and Pietism 
As noted earlier, Anabaptism and Pietism are the historical movements to which 
the BIC have traced their theological roots fiom the time of their founding c. 1780. 
Anabaptism and Pietism are broad theological movements that have played a major role 
in helping shape the landscape of Protestantism over the past four hundred and fiRy 
years; however, these movements have been largely ignored by historians outside of 
these traditions until the last half of the twentieth century. Recently historians l?om other 
traditions have begun to recognize the significance of Pietism and Anabaptism for 
Protestantism as a whole. Accordingly, the body of literature reflecting on the 
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significance of these traditions is growing rapidly. 
Review of AnabaDtist Literature 
The Anabaptists were part of the Radical Reformation that impacted Europe in the 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. The radical reformers sought to extend the 
work of Martin Luther, John Calvin, and Ulrich Zwingli by taking the Reformation to 
what they perceived as its logical conclusion by establishing a "Believers Church." The 
radical reformers believed the institutional Church was corrupted and so far removed 
fiom the Church they saw portrayed in the Scriptures that the only viable option for 
believers desiring to live a New Testament Christian life was to bring radical restitution 
to the Church. 
The term "radical reformers" encompasses a group of people with a wide scope of 
beliefs and practices. For the purposes of this study, I will confine my review of 
Anabaptism to that segment of the radical reformers who are viewed as the spiritual 
ancestors of the BIC. In his history of the BIC Church Wittlinger speaks of this strand of 
habaptism as follows: 
The name Anabaptists (rebaptizes) originated with their enemies, who 
capitalized upon the fact that imperial law. . . . made rebaptism a heresy 
punishable by death. This study is concerned with the peacefd, 
evangelical form of Anabaptism which first appeared in Switzerland in the 
early sixteenth century. (3) 
These Anabaptists were characterized by their emphasis on personal experience 
with God, growth in him through discipleship, and by their passion for evangelism. In 
his small book, The Anabaptist Vision, Harold Bender, noting the Anabaptist emphasis 
on discipleship, points out that the Anabaptists walked a middle ground between the 
institutionalism they observed in Catholicism and the emphasis the Lutherans placed on 
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the inner work of grace. The Anabaptists emphasized discipleshjp, discipleship that had 
both corporate and personal aspects (33). 
The Anabaptists’ primary disagreement with the institutiinal church w over the 
general concept of who belonged to the Church. In Switzerland and other European 
states, both membership in the Church and citizenship in the state was conferred on 
infants through baptism Thus infant baptism was not only a religious rite, it a b  marked 
a child’s state citizenship. The Anabaptists, on the other hand, contended that 
membership in the Church was only for people who had experienced personal salvation 
through Jesus Christ. They taught against the practice of infmt baptism and began to 
baptize believing adults. Their views on baptism brought them into direct conflict with 
their government. The Anabaptists’ insistence on baptizing believers was not simply 
viewed as a religious dserence of opinion. It constituted direct defiance of the 
government. As a result, the Anabaptists were persecuted unmercifblly, and hundreds 
died a martyr’s death at the hands of the state. 
Principal figures in the Anabaptist movement in the sixteenth century include a 
former Franciscan Prior named Michael Sattler, Conrad Grebel, and Felix Manz in 
Switzerland, and Memo Simons in Holland. Sattler, Grebel, and Manz provided 
leadership for the Anabaptist movement that swept across much of Switzerland and into 
Germany. Memo Simons led the Anabaptist movement in Holland and eventually 
founded the Mennonite Church. Suffering under severe persecution and anxious to 
evangelize in the New World, numerous groups of Anabaptists left for the shores of 
North America throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
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Review of Pietist Literature 
Pietism, like habaptism, is a broad movement that can be difficult to define. For the 
purposes of this project the definition provided by BIC historian Wittlinger serves us 
well. 
Pietism ... reflected the post-Reformation resurgence of the experiential 
tradition in Christianity. The Pietists asserted that Christianity is 
essentially a personal, heartfelt relationship of the individual to God. Such 
a relationship, they believed, bore outward &it in Christian love, resulting 
in a practical, applied Christianity. (8) 
Pietism began among Reformed and Lutheran churches in Germmy and Holland 
in the early to mid-seventeenth century. Lutherans like Phillip Jacob Spener a d  August 
Hermann Francke, along with leaders fiom the Reformed church like Jean de Labadie, 
Theodore Untereyck, and Friedrich A. Lampe, were principal figures in the inception of 
the Pietist movement within their respective churches. Pietism in Germany was a 
renewal movement that sought to bring life to what was perceived as a dead Church. 
Historian F. Ernest Stoeffler captures the Pietist view of the institutional Church well in 
the following quote: 
Many had only an external knowledge of the Christian .f8ith, they said, 
without an experience of it. They were acquainted with the outer shell but 
not with the kernel. They had learned formal definitions of justification 
but gave no evidence of conversion or sanctification They regarded 
religion as a matter of the head rather than of the heart, they thought of a 
code of Christian conduct as adiaphoral rather than as prescribed, and they 
looked upon the Christian life as passive rather active. (20) 
The name Pietism, similar to habaptism soon came to encompass a wide range 
of beliefs and groups who desired to see God bring renewal to his Church. Chief among 
the Pietists were two groups: the “Reformed Pietists” and the “Radicaf Pietists.” The 
Reformed Pietists traced their roots to men like Labadie, Untereyck, and Lampe and 
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sought to bring correction to the established Church. These Pietists perceived the 
Reformed and Lutheran churches to be severely lacking in the areas of personal 
discipline, discipleship, and holiness. They sought to foster personal discipline and 
growth in holiness and character by building on the structures and systems they found in 
John Calvin’s theology of the church. The Reformed Pietists saw the Heidelberg 
Catechism, the Scriptures, and the body of believers as essential to the renewal they 
sought to institute (O’Malley 102-103). 
The Radical Pietists, on the other hand, also sought the renewal of the Church but 
doubted that the structures, systems, and tools of the Church could be renewed in the way 
the Reformed Pietists advocated. The Radical Pietists relied heavily on private 
revelation, mysticism, and informal meetings that took place outside of the auspices of 
the established Church. A principal figure among the Radical Pietists was Nikolaus 
Ludwig Count von Zinzendorf Zinzendorf began his ministry by trying to unify Pietist 
movements with the existing churches, When this attempt at unity was rebuffed, he 
proceeded to found the Moravian movement in Saxony. Zinzendorf continued to bear a 
burden for a unified church and traveled to the New World where he sought to establish a 
movement he named the Congregation of God in the Spirit. Zinzendorf envisioned that 
this group would consist of devout Christians fiom many different movements and 
denominations. However, once again, differences between the various movements 
resulted in conflict that made a unified church an impossible reality (O’Malley 167). 
Holding a mediating position between the Reformed Pietism of Spener and 
Francke and the Radical Pietism of Zinzendorf was a man named Philip William 
Otterbein. As noted earlier, Otterbein played a key role in awakening the founders of 
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what became known as the River Brethren movement. Otterbein had been sent to North 
America as missionary pastors from the Church in Germany. Otterbein rejected both the 
strict Catechism of the Reformed Pietists in Europe and the mysticism of Zinzendorf and 
other Radical Pietists in Europe and North America. Historian Steven O’Malley defines 
Otterbein’s stance as follows: 
In his personal discovery that holy affections are not born of private 
revelation nor of man’s moral attainment; they are a gift of grace which is 
always mediated through the word, according to the divinely instituted 
order of salvation in Scripture and Catechism. (1 7 1) 
Otterbein sought to be used of God as a missionary pastor in North America, bringing 
spiritual life and health to believers and churches in the New World. 
Both Anabaptism and Pietism originated with the intent of bringing life and health 
to God’s people and to his Church. People who longed to see their churches’ lifeless 
forms and structures revived by fresh moves of the Holy Spirit spawned these 
movements. These historical movements, which began with the intent of renewing the 
established, institutional Church, eventually evolved into numerous established churches 
in their own right. 
Review of Literature that Addresses the Anabaptist Theology of the Church the World, 
and Mission 
As we review the Anabaptist, and later the Pietist, understanding of the Church, 
the world, and the mission of the Church, bear in mind that I see these movements’ 
conflicting beliefs about these topics as foundational to tensions the BIC face today 
relative to their own identity. As we begin this section, we must bear in mind that a 
movement’s understanding of the Church, its mission, and the world are interrelated. 
This is especially true in the case of Anabaptism with its strong emphasis on defining the 
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church and the world as separate and distinct entities. Historically, and in the present 
day, Anabaptism has drawn a sharp distinction between the church and the world. 
The Anabaptists’ insistence on the Church’s separation from the world initially 
led them to be viciously persecuted and more recently has resulted in misunderstanding 
by mainstream Christianity. Franklin Littell points out that the Anabaptist view of the 
Church is significantly different fiom other denominations based on two primary issues. 
First, the Anabaptists held that the church must be a hlly voluntary association, set apart 
fiom the state church and its culture, which receives its spirit and identity fiom those who 
have made commitments to be a part of its fellowship. Secondly, they believed that the 
church must follow the guidelines of the New Testament in regard to confession of faith 
and organizational pattern (46). For the Anabaptists, a key part of the guidelines of the 
New Testament for believers was Jesus’ emphasis on peace and nonviolence. As the 
Anabaptists read and interpreted Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount, they committed 
themselves to being people of peace. They saw their citizenship in God’s heavenly 
kingdom and their allegiance to Him as taking precedence over their citizenship in a 
country and their allegiance to any nation in which they lived. As a result, the 
Anabaptists refused to take up arms against other people or nations. John Roth notes this 
Anabaptist emphasis when he writes, 
To a contemporary Christian theology that is oRen tempted to reject 
pacifism altogether or to make peacemaking an optional ”add-on” to the 
Christian life, the Anabaptists regarded the Gospel of Peace as the essence 
of true evangelical theology. (23 1) 
This commitment to the Gospel of Peace was foundational to the Anabaptist’s 
understanding of the Church and its mission in the world. 
With its strong emphasis on separation from the world, the Anabaptists also 
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emphasized the importance of community in the church. Walter Klassen emphasizes this 
point when he writes, 
The community is a healing community and therefore there continued in 
Anabaptism the Catholic doctrine that the power to forgive sins is actually 
in the hands of the church. The church forgives sin under the direct 
authority of Jesus who is known through the Bible. The individual 
therefore does not achieve salvation by himself but only in community. 
(69) 
Likewise, John Roth points to the importance of community in the Anabaptist view of the 
church when he writes, 
To a contemporary Christian theology that understands the church 
primarily as a gathering of saved individuals, Anabaptists insisted that the 
Church of Christ-the local, voluntarily-gathered body of believers-is at 
the heart of the gospel message itself (230) 
Finally, in an article entitled "The Left Wing of the Reformation," historian 
Roland Bainton contends that much of what the American church today assumes as 
Unique to itself finds its origins in historic Anabaptism's theology ofthe Church. Bainton 
lists the idea of a voluntary church, the separation of church and state, and religious 
liberty as ideas that have their roots in the theology of sixteenth century Anabaptism 
(125-134). 
While these ideas are familiar to many Christians today, particularly North 
American believers, they were revolutionary in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
In fact, the Anabaptist theology of the Church brought them into direct conflict with the 
state and ultimately led to their severe persecution. To a world that viewed becoming a 
citizen of a state and a member of the state church as events that occurred simultaneously 
through infant baptism, the idea that the church and state were separate and distinct 
entities was heretical. 
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The Anabaptist theology of the Church had a direct bearing on their view of the 
world. As noted above, the Anabaptists saw the Church and world as separate entities. In 
his classic book Christ and Culture Richard Niebuhr characterizes the Anabaptist view of 
the relationship between the Church and the world as “Christ against culture.” In 
defining the Church’s position when it views itself as standing against the culture, 
Niebuhr explains: 
So political life is to be shunned. . . . There is an inner contradiction 
between the exercise of political power and Christian fhith. Military 
service is to be avoided because it involves participation in pagan religious 
rites and the swearing of an oath to Caesar, but chiefly because it violates 
the law of Christ. . . Trade cannot be prohibited with equal rigor, and 
there may even be some righteousness in business, yet is scarcely adapted 
for a servant of God, for apart from covetousness, which is a species of 
idolatry, there is no real motive for acquiring. (54) 
The separation that the Anabaptists perceived between the Church and the world 
theologically was exacerbated by the way the state often responded to them with 
accusations of heresy, persecution, and even martyrdom. This strong response by the 
state to the Anabaptists only widened the chasm between the Anabaptists’ view of the 
Church and the world. 
While Anabaptists have always made a clear distinction between the Church and 
the world in their theology, the separation, and indeed isolation, from the world for which 
they are well known today has not always been so pervasive. Martin Schrag addresses 
this transition toward being a separate people in a chapter entitled, “The Impact of 
Pietism Upon Early American Mennonites.” Schrag notes that as persecution of 
Anabaptists grew in Europe the Mennonites (an Anabaptist church founded by Menno 
Simons) were presented with a choice between continuing to emphasize the Great 
Commission and facing extermination or living in isolation as a group that was separate 
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&om the world. Schrag notes that in fleeing to remote areas, the Mennonites chose 
isolation. These Mennonites banded together in small, rural farming communities and 
focused on family and community life. In so doing, they separated themselves fiom the 
world and other believers whose accommodation with the culture made them seem 
worldly. The goals of fulfilling the Great Commission through evangelism and 
challenging people to commit themselves to the Church became focused almost 
exclusively on Mennonite family members. The separation that existed between the 
Mennonites and their culture remained and was even strengthened as Mennonites 
migrated to the New World. Rather than embracing their new culture, the Mennonites 
sought to maintain the way of life they knew in Europe at all cost. Schrag writes, 
Adhering to the traditional faith meant maintaining the status quo. No 
evangelistic or missionary work was undertaken. The patterns of worship 
were f?ozen. Throughout the eighteenth century “no significant changes 
were made and no one intended to make any.” The Bible had not 
changed; why should anyone introduce any innovations. Mennonites at 
this time were not only maintaining the status quo, they were moving 
toward greater isolation. (qtd. in Stoeffler 76-78). 
The persecution of Anabaptists by the state placed the Mennonites in a difficult 
position. While they saw themselves as separate fiom the world, the Anabaptists did 
desire to minister to the world. They resonated with Jesus’ prayer in John 17: 15, “My 
prayer is not that you take them out of the world but that you protect them fkom the evil 
one.” In an article entitled “The Enduring Witness,” Roland Bainton noted this tension 
between being separate fiom the world and yet seeking to minister in and to the world. 
Bainton writes, “If there is no accommodation to culture, Christianity is unintelligible and 
cannot spread. If there is too much accommodation it will spread, but will no longer be 
Christianity” (83). The question, “To what degree is it best for us to accommodate to our 
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culture?” has been a challenging one for the Anabaptists in Europe and for those who 
traveled across the ocean to North America. Bainton’s statement leads us to the 
Anabaptist theology of mission, their answer to the questions: What is the Church’s and 
the believer’s mission in the world? and, How is the kingdom of God to be advanced? 
As Schrag notes above, the Anabaptists have not always been a separate and 
isolated people. In fact, the missionary zeal of the early Anabaptists and their insistence 
on seeking to fulfill Jesus’ Great Commission led to their persecution by the state. This 
153 1 quote by Sebastian Franck, a contemporary of the Anabaptists, captures the 
Anabaptist’s evangelistic fervor: 
The Anabaptists spread so rapidly that their teachings soon covered, as it 
were, the land. They soon gained a large following, and baptized many 
thousands, drawing to themselves many sincere souls who had a zeal for 
God. . . . They increased so rapidly that the world feared an uprising by 
them, though I have learned that this fear had no justification whatsoever. 
(qtd. in Hershberger 152) 
The Anabaptists took the Great Commission seriously. Jesus’ command to go 
into all the world in Matthew 28: 18-20 was their driving force. Littell points out that the 
Anabaptists were the first group to “make the Great Commission binding upon all church 
members” (1 12). The cormnand to go into the world with the Gospel was a central part 
of being a true believer. In this sense, “it is not too much to call the Taufer (Anabaptists) 
forerunners of the modern missionary movement” (1 13). Similarly, J.D. Graber 
emphasizes the radical view of missions and evangelism that was held by the 
Mennonites. In an article titled “Anabaptism in Missions and Social Service,” Graber 
provides the following quote by Menno Simons, 
Therefore, we preach, as much as is possible, both by day and by night, in 
houses and in fields, in forests and wastes, hither and yon, at home or 
abroad, in prisons and in dungeons, in water and in frre, on the scaffold 
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and on the wheel, before lords and princes,through mouth and pen, with 
possessions and blood, with life and death. We have done this these many 
years, and we are not ashamed of the Gospel of the glory of Christ. 
(Graber 1 60- 16 1) 
In concluding his article, Graber lists nine conclusions he draws from the 
Anabaptists’ emphasis on evangelism. For the purposes of this paper, I will highlight six 
of these conclusions: 
1. The meaning and mission of the Church are interrelated and interdependent 
concepts. 
2. The true Church is in direct continuity with the consunmation of the kingdom 
of God, and the true Church here is the beginning of the end. 
3. The coming and fulfillment of the kingdom, in God’s own time and manner, is 
a powerful motivation to worldwide missionary effort. 
4. The Church is universal, not hemmed in by national or territorial limitations. 
5. The Bible is authoritative in the life of the believer and in the life of the 
Church; therefore, the Great Commission is binding on all believers and on every 
congregation. 
6. The true church is a voluntary association of committed pilgrims (Hershberger 
166). 
Anabaptist theology in the sixteenth century was seen as radical because it 
challenged the state and the church alliance at every level and sought to return the church 
to its apostolic roots. As the Anabaptists studied the New Testament Church, they 
believed God’s desire was to restore the Church of their day to what in had been in the 
days of the Apostles. Today, Anabaptist theology remains outside of the mainstream of 
evangelical Christianity. The Anabaptist understanding of the Church, the world, and the 
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Church’s mission is perceived by many as idealistic and nalve; however, Anabaptists 
have held fast to their belief that Jesus’ teaching as recorded in the Sermon on the Mount 
is to be practiced by his followers in the world in which they live. The Anabaptist 
theology of the Church., the world, and the Church’s mission, while unique in m y  ways 
and strange to the thinking of many twenty-first century believers, forms a powerful 
synthesis. Callen captures the Anabaptist theological synthesis well when he writes, 
In other words, the tradition of the Believers Church seeks to encourage 
the body of believers in Jesus Christ to be the church, actually, visibly, a 
gathering of God’s people who are necessarily in but also are intentionally 
over against the world, for the sake both of the integrity of the church and 
the potential salvation of the world. The church’s primary reality, then, 
rests in local congregations that are covenant communities of the Spirit, 
countercultural seedbeds of maturing believers who are helping each other 
to come to know who they are in Christ and what they are to be doing as 
Christ’s people and for Christ’s agenda in the world. (122) 
Review of Literature that Addresses Pietist Theology of the Church the World. and 
Mission 
Recently, historians have recognized to a greater degree some of the theological 
interconnectedness between Anabaptism and Pietism. In Europe, the Anabaptist 
movement began nearly a century before the Pietistic reform had its origins in Holland 
and in the German Lutheran church. Evidence fiom the history of Pietism suggests that 
some of the leaders within Pietism drew upon the thinking of Anabaptists like Memo 
Simons (Crous 240). Conversely, in North America the Pietistic emphasis on radical 
conversion and life change greatly influenced the Mennonites and other Anabaptist 
groups. Yet even with the interconnectedness between Anabaptism and Pietism and some 
of their similarities, these movements do have some fundamental differences in their 
understanding of the Church, the Church’s relationship to the world, and the Church’s 
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mission. 
Due to the inclusive nature of the Pietist movement and their resistance to being 
evaluated by the standards of Protestant scholasticism, I found defining Pietist theology 
as it relates to the Church, the Church's relationship with the world, and the Church's 
mission very challenging. Unlike Anabaptism, which often drew clear lines defining its 
beliefs and how those beliefs relate to other believers, Pietist theology is by nature very 
elastic. Rather than writing detailed theological treatises or formal confessions, the 
doctrine and theology of Pietism is most readily found in sermons, journals, and letters. 
Stoeffler explains Pietism's stance on theological issues very well: 
They always sat relatively lightly on such matters as doctrinal purity, 
exaggerated confessional loyalty, ecclesiastical polity, and liturgical 
refinements. By and large they regarded these as the external forms in 
which "true religion" must necessarily appear. . . . No one could have 
stated more succinctly the general Pietist openness in the realm of 
interconfessional (interdenominational) relations than did John Wesley 
when he said: "If your heart is as my heart, give me your hand." (270) 
To understand Pietism's theology of the Church, the ecclesiastical climate of the day 
must first be taken into account. Pietism arose in Germany in the years immediately 
following the Thirty Years War. This war began as a war between Calvinists and 
Catholics in Germany but by its end included German Lutherans, Swedes, Danes, and the 
French. The conclusion of the fighting changed little in the religious and political climate 
of Germany, but it did result in a noticeable apathy and indifference toward religion in 
the established Lutheran churches of seventeenth century Germany (Dowley 427). 
Stoeffler notes that the church was a place to be baptized, married, and buried, but 
beyond that held little importance in the eyes of the majority of its members (9-10). Into 
this setting Pietism came promoting a heartfelt devotion to God and to the Church. Many 
of the Pietists came to be seen as religious radicals, and they in turn looked with 
skepticism at the established church and its structures and practices. 
In contrast to the prevailing thought of the day, Pietists viewed the Church as 
consisting only of those who had experienced genuine conversion. They viewed the 
Church as territorial rather than confined to specific congregations. In contrast to the 
Anabaptist emphasis on the pure Church, the Pietists interpreted Jesus’ parable of the 
wheat and the tares to mean that God sorts out Christians and non-believers at the 
judgment. In the present day they exist together, with only God knowing the wheat fiom 
the tares. 
In a chapter entitled “The Impact of Pietism Upon the Mennonites in Early 
American Christianity,” Schrag gives us helpful insights into the Pietist theological belief 
system by comparing and contrasting the theologies of the Mennonites (Anabaptists) and 
the United Brethren (Pietists). Schrag notes that for the founders of the UB movement, 
Martin Boehm and Philip William Otterbein, had one essential: namely, personal piety 
evidenced through conversion and a life of holiness. For the Mennonites personal piety 
alone was insufficient. They believed that for the Church to truly exist, the gathered 
body of believers needed to meet together (in Stoeffler 74-1 03). 
Boehm and Otterbein also emphasized the need for unpartisan unity among 
believers so that the Great Commission might be fulfilled. These men desired to see 
believers of different denominations and movements link arms in spreading the good 
news of Jesus Christ. By contrast, the Mennonites placed great emphasis on doctrinal 
homogeneity among members of their church. The Mennonites were skeptical of 
believers who held different beliefs fiom their own and strongly discouraged their 
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members from closely associating with people who held beliefs that conflicted with their 
own. Indeed, Martin Boehm was excommunicated from the Mennonite Church because 
of his insistence on associating with people of other denominations and movements 
(Wittlinger 20-24). 
The Pietist understanding of the relationship between the Church and the world is 
described by Niebuhr as “Christ the Transformer of Culture.” Describing this vievvpoint 
Niebuhr writes, 
For the conversionist, history is the story of God’s mighty deeds and of 
man’s responses to them. He lives somewhat less “between the times“ and 
somewhat more in the divine “now“ than do his brother Christians. The 
eschatological fbture has become for him an eschatological present. . . - 
The conversionist, with his view of history as the present encounter with 
God in Christ, does not live so much in expectation of a final ending of the 
world of creation and culture as in awareness of the power of the Lord to 
transform all things by lifting them up to himself (195) 
Rather than withdrawing from the world and essentially positioning themselves in an 
adversarial position to the world as did the Anabaptists, the Pietists viewed the world as 
the arena in which God was actively working to bring about his purposes. 
Accordingly, the Pietist theology of mission also differed significantly from that 
of the Anabaptists. The Pietists saw their mission as being God’s ambassadors for his 
transformation of the world; thus, they sought unpartisan unity among believers from a 
wide range of churches. This unity among believers was grounded in a shared 
understanding of the heart felt nature of their faith, and represented a picture of the end- 
time Church as a reconciled community. This unity among believers and churches stood 
in stark contrast to the divided churches of historic Christendom. The Pietist philosophy 
ofjoining together with other believers to accomplish God’s purposes is best described in 
John Wesley’s famous words, “If your heart is as my heart, give me your hand” (Stoeffler 
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270). The Pietists were consumed with the essential nature of individual piety evidenced 
in a life of personal holiness. This commitment to personal piety led them to seek 
unpartisan brotherhood as a body of believers. Their single-rnindedness is clearly seen in 
the lives of the UB Church founders Boehm and Otterbein These men held large revival 
meetings that were attended by people from many different churches and sects. 
Schrag highlights the inclusiveness of the UB by noting the movement’s influence 
on the River Brethren (Brethren in Christ) confession of faith. Schrag makes three 
observations about the River Brethren confession of faith and proposes that each of the 
observations reflect the influence of the UB. 
1. Only doctrines essential to conversion are emphasized. 
2. The essential doctrines are simply stated. 
3. The focus was not on rational defense, but in leading people to Christ 
(in Stoeffler 94-1 03). 
The Pietists were mission focused and mission driven. Pietism resulted in existing 
churches being renewed and new movements being established, but their primary concern 
was to see God renew individuals as they personally experienced radical conversion and 
accompanying life change. The structure and design of the Church was important, but its 
importance derived fiom its fimction, not fiom a tightly defined theology. The 
Anabaptists on the other hand, because of their clearly defined theology of the Church 
and the world as separate entities, placed great emphasis on the structure of the Church 
and the beliefs and practices of its members. Anabaptists viewed existing churches as so 
flawed in their structures and systems that they had no alternative but to establish a new 
movement . 
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Review of Scriptures That Have Been Central to the BIC 
Since their founding the Brethren have placed a high priority on the authority of 
the Scriptures for faith and practice. Wittlinger points out that from early on the Brethren 
were known as “people of the book” In describing the importance of the Scriptures for 
the BIC, Alderfer says, “It was the inspiration for every good work, the guide for living 
every day, the central concern in every discussion, the final arbiter in every question” 
(273). Historically, the BIC have not only placed a high authority on the written Word of 
God, they have also sought to pattern their personal lives and church life after it. Schrag 
highlights this in a chapter of the book Reflections on a Heritage, 
The Brethren in Christ have been strongly committed to biblical authority, 
not because they have had a clearly defined doctrine of Scripture, but 
rather because they saw the Bible as the only authoritative means to 
experientially knowing Jesus Christ, following the Lord Jesus in 
discipleship in the power of the Holy Spirit, and becoming the new living 
society. (qtd. in Reflections on a Heritage 205) 
Schrag points out Matthew 1 8 , l  Corinthians 11, John 13, and Ephesians 4 as 
favorite BIC Scriptures (qtd. in Reflections on a Heritae 199). To this list I will add 
Matthew 5 ,  since Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount is the principle passage to which 
Anabaptists have traditionally looked to support their understanding of a peace Church. 
Matthew 5: 17-47. In this passage Jesus makes explicit what He expects of his 
followers in thought, word, and deed. The Anabaptists saw Jesus words in this chapter as 
normative for believers. Klassen points out that the Anabaptists were unique in applying 
the “Counsels of Perfection” (e.g., Matt. 5:21 “You have heard that it was said, but I tell 
YOU”) to all Christians, not just the priests (Klassen 66-67). 
I fmd three specific core beliefs for the BIC that are emphasized in Matthew 5. 
First, the Sermon on the Mount underscores the BIC commitment to holiness. Six times 
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in this chapter Jesus says, “You have heard that it was said. . . But I tell you.” In each 
case Jesus raises the standard and asks more of his followers than had been required 
under the Old Testament Law. Then, Jesus concludes Matthew 5:48 with the words, “Be 
perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect.” Like their spiritual ancestors, the 
Anabaptists, the BIC have maintained that Jesus’ words in the Sermon on the Mount 
were normative for his followers. 
The second BIC core belief that is underscored in Matthew 5 is the commitment 
to being a people of peace as well as a peace Church. This emphasis on peace and 
nonresistance runs throughout Matthew 5:38-48: 
Do not resist an evil person. If some one strikes you on the right cheek, 
turn to him the other also. And if someone wants to sue you and take you 
tunic, let him have your cloak as well . . . But I tell you love your enemies 
and pray for those who persecute you, that you may be sons of your Father 
in heaven. He causes his sun to rise on the evil and the good, and sends 
rain on the righteous and the unrighteous. (Matt. 238-48) 
Again, these words of Jesus have not only been seen as an ideal for God’s kingdom 
sometime in the future. They have been viewed as God’s desire for his children today. 
The third core belief of the BIC that is underscored in Matthew 5 is  the BIC 
hermeneutic that places scriptural priority on Jesus’ words in the Gospel, followed by the 
remainder of the New Testament and then the Old Testament. In Matthew 5: 17 Jesus 
said, “Do not think that I have come to abolish the law and the Prophets; I have not come 
to abolish them but to fulfill them.” Then Jesus goes on to say six times, “You have 
heard that it was said . . . But I say to you . .” (Matt. 5:21,27,31,33,38, & 43). In his 
teaching, ministry, and life, Jesus was building on the law and the Old Testament 
prophets, but he was also unveiling a new message in his own person, Jesus Christ the 
Son of God. 
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The belief that holy living is for all believers, the commitment to peace and 
nonviolence, and the hermeneutic that places priority on the words of Jesus as recorded in 
the Gospels are all BIC theological convictions which flow out of Jesus' Sermon on the 
Mount in Matthew 5. This sermon, which essentially initiated Jesus' public ministry, 
also provides a foundation for us as we examine other Scriptures the BIC have 
emphasized through the years. The Scriptures I will review next are Matthew 18: 15-20, 
John 13:l-17, 1 Corinthians 11,:l-34, and Ephesians 4:ll-16. 
Matthew 18:15-17. The importance of Matthew 18:15-17 can be seen in the fact 
that half of the fnst BIC membership covenant (see Appendix G) deals specifically with 
these verses. In these verses Jesus clearly lays out the steps for restitution when a brother 
or sister has sinned against another brother or sister. 
If your brother sins against you, go and show him his fault, just between 
the two of you. If he listens to you, you have won your brother over. But 
if he will not listen, take one or two others along, so that every matter may 
be established by the testimony of two or three witnesses. If he refuses to 
listen to them, tell it to the church; and if he refuses to listen even to the 
church, treat him as you would a pagan or a tax collector. 
While consisting of just three verses, this passage lays at the heart of the 
Anabaptist, and subsequently the BIC, theology of the Church. From this passage the 
Anabaptists derived their understanding of church discipline. They also found support in 
these verses for their belief in the necessity of purity for the gathered body of believers. 
The traditional Anabaptist, and later BIC, understanding of church discipline centered on 
what came to be known as "the ban." The ban was in essence the excommunication of 
any church member who refused to submit to the authority of the church in matters of 
discipline as laid out in Matthew 18: 15-1 7. 
The ban helped in maintaining a pure church. But beyond the discipline of church 
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members, the Brethren found in these verses a process for confronting a believer with his 
or her sin in a way that was hoped would ultimately lead to confession of sin and 
reconciliation between believers. In Matthew 18: 15-1 7, the BIC found the prescription 
for church discipline and healthy relationships between members. 
John 13:l-17. In John 13:l-12, the Apostle John records for us the clearest 
account of the beginning of Jesus’ last night with his disciples, and specifically his 
washing of the disciples’ feet. Most Christians point to Jesus’ act of service as a very 
significant act of love on his last night with the twelve, but the BIC, in the Anabaptist 
tradition, emphasize Jesus’ words to the disciples following his act of love. These words 
are recorded in John 13:13-17. 
You call me teacher and Lord, and rightly so, for that is what I am. Now 
that I your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also should 
wash one another’s feet. I have set an example that you should do as I 
have done for you. I tell you the truth, no servant is greater than his 
master, nor is messenger greater than the one who sent him. Now that you 
know these things, you will be blessed ifyou do them. 
In these verses, recorded by John, the BIC have historically interpreted Jesus’ 
words as a command to literally wash one another’s feet. This ritual was practiced in 
conjunction with both love feasts and the serving of communion. While the ritual of 
footwashing has waned in many circles of the BIC church, it continues to be upheld as a 
valuable practice that demonstrates Jesus’ love for his disciples and his call for his 
followers to be people who serve others. 
However, the implications of Jesus’ washing his disciples’ feet are much greater 
than simply an isolated act of service. In these verses the BIC find a classic presentation 
of servant leadership. Jesus, the leader, modeled for his disciples what true leadership 
looked like. True leadership is built on servanthood. Jesus stated this principle very 
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clearly in Matthew 21:25-28: 
You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and their high 
officials exercise authority over them Not so with you. Instead, whoever 
wants to become great among you must be your servant, and whoever 
wants to be first must be your slave-just as the Son of Man did not come to 
be served, but to serve and to give his life as a ransom for many. 
In Jesus’ act of washing his disciples’ feet, recorded in John 13, the BIC see a worthy 
practice of Jesus to imitate and a commitment to servant leadership that is to pervade all 
aspects of the believer’s life. 
1 Corinthians 11:l-16. First Corinthians 11 has been an important Scripture for 
the BIC since their founding. The first sixteen verses of this chapter address the concept 
of authority in the church, particularly as it relates to women. In verses 1-16 Paul 
instructs women to cover their heads when they pray as a sign of submission to authority. 
For the first 175 years of its existence, the BIC emphasized a literal interpretation of this 
passage. In this passage and 1 Timothy 2, the BIC found support for teaching that 
emphasized the submission of women to the authority of men in the church. Women 
were required to wear a head covering in church and were not permitted to speak or give 
public leadership in the church. Within the past fifty years these passages have been 
increasingly interpreted within the BIC Church as referring to the immediate culture to 
whom the Apostle Paul wrote, and not as a literal prescription for the Church and women 
today. 
Ephesians 4:l-16. In Ephesians 4: 1-6, the Apostle Paul focuses on unity in the 
body of Christ. He writes: 
As a prisoner for the Lord, then, I urge you to live a life worthy of the 
calling you have received. Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, 
bearing with one another in love. Make every effort to keep the unity of 
the Spirit through the bond of peace. There is one body and one Spirit-just 
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as you were called to one hope when you were called-one Lord, one faith, 
one baptism; one God and Father of all who is over all and through all and 
in all. 
This emphasis on unity in the body of Christ and the bond of peace has been 
foundational to the BIC understanding of being the people of God. 
In Ephesians 4:7- 13, Paul explains that spiritual gifts have been given by God to 
individuals in the body of Christ. He notes that apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors, 
and teachers have been called and gified of God to build up individuals in the body until 
unity is achieved. Paul describes the end result of this unity in Ephesians 4: 13 : ‘‘Until 
we all reach unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God, and become 
mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fbllness of Christ.” 
In verse 14 of Ephesians 4, the Apostle Paul explains that without this unity in the 
body of Christ individuals will struggle to mature and stand strong in their faith. In 
verses 15 and 16 Paul proceeds to urge believers to speak the truth in love, so that all 
believers may grow and be built up in love. In this passage the BIC see the strong 
emphasis on unity, peace, shared ministry, and speaking the truth in love. These 
emphases are historic hallmarks of the BIC Church. 
In sum, the Scriptures that have been the most used by the BIC cover a wide 
range of subjects. Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount in Matthew 5 launched his public 
ministry and is foundational to the historic movement of Anabaptism and to 
commitments of the BIC today. Matthew 1 8 , l  Corinthians 1 1, and Ephesians 4 all focus 
on the Church as the gathered body of believers. The themes of Church discipline, Unity, 
authority in the Church, and shared ministry are prominent in these passages. And John 
13 has long been revered by the BIC because of its account of Jesus’ selfless act in 
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washing his disciples’ feet and his encouragement to his disciples to do for each other as 
he had done for them. Outside of Matthew 5, each of these passages focuses on life in 
the body of Christ and relationships among believers. This is not Surprising in light of 
the traditional Anabaptist view of the church as the visible, gathered body of Christ. 
Accordingly, the BIC have also emphasized their shared life together as Jesus’ Church. 
The Great Commission as recorded in Matthew 28 and Mark 16 is noticeably 
absent in BIC teaching and emphasis throughout its history. The absence of emphasis on 
the Great Cornmission is even more peculiar because of the prominence Matthew 28 and 
Mark 16 played in Anabaptism at its founding. Abraham Friesen notes that Matthew 28 
and Mark 16 were the primary texts of the early Anabaptists (98). The emphasis on the 
Scriptures referred to above and the relative neglect of Matthew 28 and Mark 16 
highlights the BIC bent toward community and building up the body of Christ, to the 
exclusion at times of the outreach and evangelism that characterized the Anabaptists in 
their early days. 
Summary of Review of Literature 
The five sections of literature reviewed in this section were: 
1. Current Literature that reflects on church history and the impact of renewal 
and revival movements on the history of the church; 
2. Literature addressing BIC history; 
3. Literature reflecting on the journey of the BIC since 1950; 
4. Literature that reflects the history and theology of Anabaptism and Pietism; 
and, 
5. Scriptures that have historically been foundational to the BIC. 
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This literature combines to give a comprehensive picture of the BIC’s history, roots, 
theology, and perspective over the past 220 years. The topics the author will reflect on in 
Chapters 4,5, and 6 build on the issues raised in this review of literature. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Purpose of This Project 
The problem addressed in this project focuses on the issues of leadership and 
church growth within the BIC Church. As a longtime member of twenty-five years and a 
BIC pastor of nine years, my desire is to see BIC churches experience both health and 
growth. I believe that a well-informed appreciation for our historical roots and history as 
a denomination has the potential to yield greater health and growth for our churches and 
members today. I am not referring to an appreciation that causes us to look back to the 
"golden days," but an appreciation that strengthens us as we move forward in the ministry 
opportunities with which God is providing BIC churches today. 
As I view the BIC, I ask three questions, questions that I see as crucial for the BIC to 
resolve as they move into the twenty-first century. These questions are: 
1. How do we reconcile our historic emphasis on community and the priority of 
the visible, gathered church with outreach, evangelism, and God's heart for the lost as 
expressed in the Scriptures? 
2. How do we facilitate the intentional growth of believers as disciples of Jesus 
while also focusing on introducing Christ to those who do not yet know Him? 
3. How do we honor and build on our identity as BIC while also partnerhg 
with believers and churches of other denominations to filfill the Great Commission? 
As I noted earlier, I believe that the difficulty the BIC have in agreeing on answers to 
these questions, and others like them, has its roots in the synthesis between Anabaptism 
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and Pietism that the River Brethren founders established at the beginning of the 
movement. As I view the BIC Church, in the light of this tension between the past and 
present, I make three observations. 
1. An overall lack of growth and health exists among the 250 BIC churches in 
North America (see Appendix G). 
2. Many BIC churches and pastors appear content to rely on forms, structures, 
and historical practices as their basis for ministry in the twenty-first century. Conversely, 
I observe a widespread reticence to accept fiesh moves of God that bring both heart and 
life change and innovative rninistry that might connect with twenty-first century people. 
3. I perceive a general lack of understanding and appreciation among BIC 
Pastors and lay people related to the historical roots of the BIC Church and its spiritual 
ancestors. 
I believe an appreciation of our spiritual heritage has the potential to greatly 
benefit churches, pastors, and lay people in the BIC Church today. The movements of 
Anabaptism and Pietism to which the BIC trace their historical and theological roots were 
movements that shook their world. Anabaptism and Pietism sought to infuse the 
established Church with the life and power of Jesus Christ by committing themselves to 
following what they read in the New Testament. 
However, I also maintain that the BIC must wrestle honestly with historical 
tensions between Anabaptism and Pietism that continue to confront us today. These 
tensions center on our view of the Church, our understanding of the Church’s relationship 
to the world, and our perception of the Church’s mission in the world. 
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Restatement of Research Questions 
This project focuses on four research questions that flow out of the problem and 
purpose of the study. 
The first question is focused on the fundamental beliefs of the BIC and its leaders 
in its early days. The fust research question is, “What are five to ten key convictions of 
the early BIC that guided the church in its early days and allowed them to experience 
God, both individually and corporately?’ 
The second question looks at the core beliefs of BIC pastors today. The second 
research question is, “What are five to ten key convictions of the pastors of the largest 
BIC churches and new congregations today?” 
The third question examines pastors’ perceptions of the relationship between the 
values and beliefs of churches today and the historic roots and beliefs of the BIC. The 
third research question is, “How much of a connection do pastors of the largest BIC 
churches and new congregations perceive their churches to have with the historic beliefs 
of the BIC Church?’ 
The fourth question seeks to make application that will benefit BIC churches 
today. The fourth research question is, “In comparing and contrasting the key 
convictions of the early River Brethren/BIC Church and the largest BIC churches and 
new congregations today, what can we learn that might enable current BIC churches to 
experience greater health and growth as they seek to enlarge and advance God’s kingdom 
worldwide?’ 
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Subjects for Interviews 
The subjects for the interviews fit into one ofthree categories: 
1. Pastors of the largest BIC churches as of 1998 were interviewed (see Appendix 
A). Interviews were conducted with pastors of sixteen BIC churches. These churches all 
averaged over three hundred people in Sunday morning worship attendance. 
2. Pastors of largest BIC new congregations (churches planted since 1995) &om 
each of the BIC’s eight regional conferences were interviewed. I contacted our regional 
conference bishops and requested them to supply me with names of the largest church 
plants in their respective conferences. From this list I selected eleven churches ftom all 
over North America. The new congregations represented the following geographic areas: 
Ontario, Canada; Los Angeles, California; Harrisburg, Altoona, and Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania; Roanoke, Virginia; Indianapolis, Indiana; Salina, Kansas, and, Waukesha, 
Wisconsin. 
3. I conducted interviews with eight denominational leaders in the BIC Church 
(see Appendix C). The positions held by the people interviewed were: General 
Moderator, General Secretary, Executive Director of World Missions, Director of Field 
Services, and bishops of the Atlantic/Southeast Conferences, the Allegheny/Susqueba 
Conferences, the Canadian Conference, the Pacific Conference, and the Centramidwest 
Conferences. 
Instrumentation 
I relied on two self-designed instruments for the interviews. I used the fnst tool 
for the interviews with pastors of the largest BIC churches and church plants (see 
Appendix B). I used the second tool to conduct the interviews with the BIC 
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denominational leaders (see Appendix E). 
Data Collection Procedure 
I addressed a letter (see Appendix F) to each participant in the interviews 
explaining a bit about my research project and expressing my desire to interview them as 
part of my research. I also supplied the potential interviewees with a list of the questions 
I would be asking them and informed them that I would be contacting them by phone to 
arrange an interview. 
Out of a potential of twenty-seven pastors of established churches and church 
plants, I was able to interview twenty-four pastors. I was also able to interview eight of 
the BIC’s nine denominational leaders. Approximately one-third of the interviews were 
conducted in person, and two-thirds were conducted via telephone. In addition, two 
pastors supplied written answers to the interview questions. 
Data Analysis Procedure 
I analyzed the data fiom the pastors and the denominational leaders separately. I 
collated the data according to the seven questions I asked pastors and did the same for the 
six questions that were posed to the denominational leaders. I examined answers that 
were similar in response, and listed separately answers that were only given once. 
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS FROM THE HISTORICAL RESEARCH 
Cherview of the BIC Church’s First Hundred Years 
As I researched the history of the BIC, I did so with the intent of determining 
what the key beliefs and convictions of the early BIC were. In this chapter I will look at 
the history of the BIC fiom thee angles. First, I want to closely examine the founding 
and significant aspects of the first hundred years of the denomination initially called 
River Brethren and later known as BIC. Secondly, I want to list and explain what I see as 
the key convictions and beliefs of the early BIC. Finally, in this chapter I want to recap 
the history, growth, and transitions that occurred within the BIC from the years 1890 to 
the present day. 
The founding of the movement known at that time as River Brethren and the 
events leading up to the founding are critical to understanding not only what led these 
people to begin a new movement, but also to know who they became over the course of 
their first hundred years, In the latter part of the eighteenth century, Lancaster County, 
Pennsylvania experienced a powefil spiritual awakening among its German speaking 
peoples. Out of this awakening several new religious groups began. Among these new 
groups were the United Brethren (UB), the Evangelical Association, and the River 
Brethren (later BIC). Carlton Wittlinger notes that the UB and the Evangelical 
Association were very sirnilar to the growing Methodist movement and would probably 
have merged with them were it not for the fact that they spoke German while the 
Methodists were English-speaking people (Wittlinger 2). 
Wittlinger reports that though the UB did not formally organize until the 
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beginning ofthe nineteenth century, the group had its origin in a large revival meeting 
held about 1767 at the Isaac Long farm near Landis Valley, just a few miles north of 
LanCaSter. At that revival meeting, Philip William Otterbein and Martin B o e h  began a 
ministry partnership that eventually led to the formation of the UB Church. As noted 
earlier, both Otterbein and Boehm were on pastoral missionary assignment to the new 
World fiom Germany. These men linked arms in partnership based upon their 
commitment to new birth through conversion, personal repentance, assurance of the 
forgiveness of sins, and commitment to the holy life (10-1 1). 
During the course of its f ist  century, the UB grew rapidly. In 1869 the UB 
reported a church membership of 108,122 people (Schrag 78). The rapid growth 
experienced by the UB during their first century was in large part due to their Pietistic 
roots with its strong emphasis on evangelism and changed lives. As noted in Chapter 2, 
the Pietists’ historic understanding of the church and its mission led them to link arm 
with believers who shared an understanding of the heart-felt, experiential nature of 
Christianity and to downplay doctrinal issues they considered peripheral. John Wesley 
embodied this emphasis with his famous phrase, “If your heart is as my heart, give me 
your hand” (Stoeffler 270). 
Historian Martin Schrag provides us with helpful insight into the UB when he 
points out that Martin Boehm and Philip William Otterbein had one theological essential: 
namely, personal piety evidenced through conversion and a life of holiness. This 
commitment led Boehm and Otterbein to emphasize unpartisan unity among believers. 
Schrag goes on to note that the UB met corporately as a church for two primary reasons. 
They met, first of all, to build up the individual in the faith. Secondly, they met 
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corporately because it was the best way they knew to mobilize for evangelism (Stoeffler 
92). The informal church structure of the UB, their deep commitment to focusing on the 
essentials of the faith while de-emphasizing peripheral issues, and their desire to partner 
with others in the common cause of evangelism, all combined to make the UB Church a 
rapidly growing denomination. By 1940 the denomination had grown to a total 
membership of 420,000 people. 
Evidence suggests that some of the River Brethren founders were participants in 
the revival meetings led by Boehm, and that Boehm and Otterbein played a significant 
role in the founding of the River Brethren. However, the River Brethren leaders held to 
many of the foundational Anabaptist convictions of the Mennonites and Dunker Brethren. 
In fact, early leaders of the River Brethren, including their primary leader, Jacob Engle, 
were of Mennonite background. The River Brethren leaders were especially attracted to 
the Anabaptist understanding of the church and the church’s relationship with the world. 
Schrag sum up the rationale for the founding of the River Brethren. 
It is apparent the uniqueness of the founding fathers of the River Brethren 
was their combining of the Pietistic understanding of the new birth 
experience with the Mennonite-Dunker understanding of the church and 
the relationship of the church to world. They sought to bring into a new 
unity what to them appeared the best and most ideal understanding of the 
various traditions and idealism they contacted in the Lancaster County 
setting. Because the River Brethren accepted the crisis new birth 
experience as normative, they could not merge with or remain a part of the 
Mennonite and Dunker traditions. Because they accepted the Mennonite- 
Dunker understanding of the church and its relationship to the world, they 
could not become a part of the United Brethren development. Seeing 
reality as they did, their choice was to begin a new church grouping (52- 
53). 
The River Brethren movement was founded c. 1780. While the River Brethren 
founders maintained much of the theology and practice of the Mennonites and Dunker 
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Brethren, with their emphasis on community and separatism from the world, they were 
attracted to the emphasis on personal salvation and a crisis experience at salvation which 
they found in Reformed Pietism (UB). Thus, the River Brethren began as a movement 
with an attraction for some tenets of Pietism and yet strong Anabaptist roots. This narrow 
definition of their identity combined with their commitment to the Anabaptist emphases 
of community and separatism from the world contributed to very slow numerical growth 
for the River BrethredBIC during their first century. As of 1890, the BIC accounted for 
just 2,688 members (Schrag 78). Wittlinger sums up the BIC numerical growth with 
these words: “During the fist one hundred years, . . . they gave primary attention to being 
the church rather than to enlarging the church” (45). 
The frst 1 10 years of the River Brethren/BIC movement were marked by extreme 
isolation from the surrounding culture, which flowed out of their strong conviction that 
they were called by God to be separate fiom the world. As a result, they placed great 
emphasis on conservatism and upholding the traditions of their ancestors and were very 
inwardly focused. The BIC Confession of 1881 states, “We believe that the Scriptures 
teach that Christians should not be conformed to this world, but that they are a separate 
people” ( Wittlinger 46). Adding to their isolation fiom the culture that surrounded them 
was the fact that until well into the nineteenth century the majority of the River Brethren 
people spoke German in an English culture. The first River Brethren/BIC hymnal was 
not published in English until 1862, and that was in Canada (Witthger 81). 
While the founding of the River Brethren c. 1780 was influenced by Pietist 
beliefs, the frst century of the River BrethredBIC leaned heavily toward Anabaptism’s 
strong emphasis on the church and the believer’s separation fiom the world to the 
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exclusion of historic Pietism’s commitment to new life in Christ that results in 
evangelism. Wittlinger sums up the River BrethredBIC’s mentality of their first hundred 
years when he writes, 
For persons not born and nurtured within the group, acceptance of their 
beliefs and life-style was not an easy decision. From the point of view of 
the Brethren themselves, success was not measured by the number of 
communicants. They were preoccupied with the goal of a pure church in 
which the community of the converted sought to perfect obedience in 
visible fellowship with each other and in sharply defined tension with the 
surrounding world (132-133). 
Six Foundational Beliefs of the Early River BrethredBIC 
The purpose of this study is to compare and contrast the beliefs and convictions of 
the early River Brethren/BIC with the beliefs and convictions of BIC pastors today. As I 
have studied the writings of BIC historians Owen Alderfer, Martin Schrag, Carlton 
Wittlinger, and E. Morris Sider, I have found several lists pertaining to the core beliefs of 
the early Brethren as found in their eighteenth and nineteenth century Confessions of 
Faith, membership covenants, and other Writings. Delineating the foundational beliefs of 
the early River BrethredBIC is not easy because of how interrelated those beliefs are. 
For example, though the emphasis on nonviolence and peace is central to the BIC, I have 
not listed it as foundational belief because I see it flowing out of the early Brethren’s 
commitment to other values such as Scripture, the church as the community of God, and 
the depravity of the world. Having made that qualification, allow me to share six beliefs 
and convictions that I perceive were fundamental to the early River BrethrenBIC. 
1. The Scriptures were the basis for faith and practice. As pointed out 
earlier, the River Brethren were popularly known as ‘jxople of the book.” These men 
and women were committed to the primacy of God’s word as recorded in the Scriptures 
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for their lives and church. Just as their Anabaptist ancestors before them, the early 
Brethren strongly believed that God’s people were to follow his decrees and laws 
recorded in the Scriptures. They gave priority to the words of Jesus in the New 
Testament, seeking to shape their lives according to the instruction they found there. 
Nowhere is this more evident than in their commitment to Jesus’ words recorded in the 
Sermon on the Mount. The River BrethrenR3J.C saw Jesus’ words in Matthew 5-7 as 
normative for his followers. Jesus’ call to love our enemies by turning the other cheek 
was not naYve idealism or words for a future kingdom, they were God’s design for his 
people who had experienced conversion in Jesus Christ. 
In the same way, the early Brethren looked to the Scriptures for their 
understanding of what the church was to be. When questions arose pertaining to church 
policy or acceptable behaviors, or the use of music in the church, or where the gathered 
body of believers should meet, the Brethren turned to the Scriptures for direction. God’s 
Word was clearly their starting point. 
2. A personal crisis salvation experience followed by a pursuit of 
sanctification is essential to relationship with God. Their commitment to a personal 
crisis salvation experience led the River Brethren leaders, most of whom were Mennonite 
in their upbringing, to gravitate away fiom the Mennonite and Dunker Brethren 
understanding of salvation which emphasized community and downplayed the centrality 
of personal experience with God, toward the preaching and beliefs of men like Martin 
Boehm and Philip William Otterbein. Boehrn and Otterbein preached a strong 
evangelistic message that emphasized the necessity of individuals to experience 
confession, repentance, and salvation. The River Brethren commitment to a crisis 
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salvation experience comes through strongly in their early Confession of Faith. Through 
the first hundred years (and to this day) the emphasis on one’s personal experience of 
salvation has remained at the heart of the BIC understanding of what it means to be in 
relationship with God. 
Toward the end of the nineteenth century, the holiness movement began to impact 
much of the church in North America, and the BIC were no exception. In fact, the BIC 
emphasis on experience predisposed them to have great interest in the growing holiness 
movement. Carlton Wittlinger also points out that the BIC emphasis on growing in 
obedience in their daily walk with Jesus led them to seek after God’s help. Many sensed 
a need for God’s power to enable them to live the Christ-like life they saw modeled in the 
Scriptures. Wittlinger writes, “The offer of instantaneous sanctification promising 
immediate heart perfection, spiritual fulfillment, and the empowerment of the Spirit for 
full obedience spoke to some deep need of many in the brotherhood” (230). The BIC 
believed strongly that a person’s relationship with Jesus Christ began with a personal 
experience of salvation and was sustained by experiencing more of God in sanctification. 
3. The church is the visible, corporate community of God. Schrag sums up 
this truth when he writes, “The Brethren believed the central purpose in God’s 
redemptive activity was the creation of a new society consisting of the converted, 
discipled, sharing and disciplined people called out of the world” (77). The early River 
BrethredBIC viewed themselves as God‘s people who had been saved and called out of 
the world. This understanding of the church led them to take church discipline very 
seriously. Sin in the church and disagreements between believers could not be tolerated 
because the church consisted of God’s people who were different than the people of the 
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world. 
4. The world is corrupt, and of necessity believers must separate themselves 
from the world. As the early River Brethren/BIC read Scriptures like the ones which 
follow, they drew sharp lines of distinction between followers of Christ and those who 
did not follow Jesus Christ: 
If you loved the world, it would love you as its own. As it is, you do not 
belong to the world, but I have chosen you out of the world. That is why 
the world hates you. (John 15: 19) 
Do not be yoked together with unbelievers. For what do righteousness 
and wickedness have in common? Or what fellowship can light have with 
darkness? (2 Corinthians 6:14) 
This separation from the world extended to the arenas of politics, the military, and 
worldly entertainment. The BIC emphasis on separation fiom the world was so rigid that 
it not only separated the BIC fiom those who did not follow Christ, it also isolated them 
from the vast majority of other Christians, whom they also viewed as worldly. This 
separation mentality is clearly seen in the words of Charles Baker, a prominent BIC 
churchman of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
It is dangerous to become friendly with other groups: the history of the 
brotherhood shows that the Brethren in Christ were always affected by 
them, not the other way around. The only alternative that remains for us 
as a church, is to stand together, and come to the rescue as one man. . . to 
keep aloof from mixing too fieely with others . . . and strive manfully for 
the principles for which the church has so bravely labored during the past. 
(The History of theBrethren in Christ Church in Canada 7 1-72) 
The BIC belief in the depravity of the world and the necessity for the believer to be 
separate fiom the world characterized the denomination’s first hundred years and became 
an issue of ongoing debate that continues to the present day. 
5. Discipleship was primarily defined as strict obedience to God and to the 
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beliefs and practices of the BIC. This belief is closely tied to the early River 
BrethrerBIC view of the church and the necessity of the believer’s separation fiom the 
world. Harvey Sider speaks to the importance of discipleship and its relationship to 
obedience to God and the church when he writes, 
The first Confession could lead one to identify a number of subdivisions 
but the essential elements of the early vision of the founders of the 
Brethren in Christ are evident: . . . and community which reflects itself in 
obedience, discipleship and separation fiom the world (Reflections 119). 
The early River BrethreaIC viewed discipleship and obedience to God and the 
church as evidence of a person’s genuine conversion experience. Accordingly, if a new 
believer struggled with discipleship and obedience to the church’s beliefs and practices, 
the validity of the person’s salvation experience was questioned. The strong emphasis 
the River BrethredBIC placed on obedience to the church had the effect of creating a 
rigid, judgmental, and, ultimately, legalistic culture. This culture typically made 
discipleship and obedience extremely difficult for young people, for those who tended to 
be nonconformists by nature, and for people who were not born and raised in the 
denomination. The end result, as I noted earlier, was very slow growth. Often the River 
BrethredBIC interpreted their small numbers as an affmation of the fact that they were 
being true to Jesus’ words in Matthew 7:13-14: 
Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and broad is the road 
that leads to destruction, and many enter through it. But small is the gate 
and narrow the road that leads to life, and only a few find it. 
6. Tradition, conservatism, and simplicity were highly valued. As the early 
River BrethredBIC read the Scriptures and worked out their own faith and practice, they 
placed a high value on the past and its traditions and looked with skepticism at many of 
the innovations that modernity brought. 
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The cultural milieu in which the early River BrethreflIC were founded 
predisposed them toward being traditional, conservative, simple people. Most of the 
Anabaptists who made up the bulk of this new denomination were either born in Europe 
or were only one generation removed fiom the Old Country. Many of them had come to 
North America looking for the right to practice religion as they saw fit and to escape the 
persecution that was common in Europe. Most came to North America as German 
speaking people in an English culture; furthermore, they were predominantly farmers by 
trade, which limited their interaction with people who lived outside of their farming 
communities. The result of these factors was that the early River Brethren/BIC 
fhnctioned as a small Christian subculture. As a small sub-culture they wanted to protect 
their unique identity and avoid being swallowed up by the surrounding world. The 
commitment of the early River BrethrenBIC to godly living, along with their emphasis 
on maintaining a pure church, makes it easy to understand why tradition, conservatism, 
and simplicity were so highly valued. 
The values of the early River Brethren/BIC are important for us to understand for 
two main reasons. First, the unique blend of Anabaptism and Pietism, which the River 
Brethren brought together at their founding, is the DNA of which the BIC Church today 
consists. Understanding the positions the founders of the River Brethren group held 
gives us insight into who we have become. Secondly, the values held by the River 
Brethren/BIC during their first hundred years are critical for us to understand today, 
because these values and beliefs laid the groundwork for tensions and transitions that 
have shaped the BIC Church fiom 1890 to the present. 
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Recapping BIC History fiom 1890 to the Present 
As I recap the history, growth, and transitions of the BIC fkom 1890 to the 
present, I am indebted to the historical framework laid out by Carlton Wittlinger in his 
history of the BIC, Quest for Pietv and Obedience. In the book, Wittlinger arranges the 
sections in chronological time periods. I found his m e w o r k  to be both accurate and 
helpful. The time periods I use are slightly dserent than those used by Wittlinger, but 
the ftamework used for the years 1890 to 2000 does correspond roughly with his. 
I 890- 1920-The BIC Move beyond Themselves 
The years 1890 to 1920 were volatile years in the BIC Church. During just thirty 
years this small denomination experienced some significant changes. These changes 
began to move the BIC away fiom being a small Christian sub culture and into the 
mainstream of religious life in North America. In the years 1890 to 1920, the BIC 
k a m e  involved in world missions, saw their local churches embrace outreach, wrestled 
with and incorporated elements of the growing Wesleyan Holiness movement into their 
denomination, began a denominational publication called the Evangelical Visitor, 
instituted Sunday schools for children and youth in many of their churches, and 
established a church school. M e r  1 10 years the BIC membership in 1890 stood at just 
2,688; however, by 1926 the denomhation had increased to a membership of 4,320 
people (see Appendix H). 
While the beliefs and core values of the BIC did not undergo significant change 
between 1890 and 1920, the understanding of the nature of the church, and the emphasis 
placed on being separate f?om the world relaxed significantly. In the same way, the BIC 
commitment to tradition, conservatism, and simplicity underwent change as some of the 
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cultural realities that had isolated the people of the denomination no longer held true. 
Three of these cultural realities that had changed were: (1) The BIC now predominantly 
spoke English instead of German; (2) While many in the denomination were still farmers, 
there were also increasing numbers of BIC people in other professions that brought them 
into broader contact with the world in which they lived; and, (3) As the denomination 
grew and spread to locations outside of Lancaster County, new ideas were encountered 
that challenged previous beliefs, values, and ways of life. 
The years 1890 to 1920 laid the groundwork for change that would continue to 
occur in the BIC denomination later in the twentieth century; however, the pendulum 
swing that took place during these years also stirred up much tension and unrest. The 
lines were being clearly drawn for a battle between those who supported tradition and the 
way things were done during the movement’s first hundred years and those who 
supported innovation and the transitions that took place between 1890 and 1920. 
1920- 195e-Circling the Wagons 
The years 1920 to 1950 are best characterized as years of reaction against the 
changes that occurred between 1890 and 1920. The transition that took place during the 
20s, 30s, and 40s was significant and had a far-reaching impact on the identity of the 
BIC, but, not surprisingly, these changes also stirred up controversy within this small 
denomination. The question of BIC identity rose to the forefiont as people pondered the 
changes that had occurred and questioned where they would ultimately lead the 
denomination. Many people perceived that the lines of distinction between the church 
and the world had become badly blurred and that the BIC were in danger of moving away 
from their historic emphasis on personal holiness and the church’s clear separation from 
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the world. Accordingly, strong support was expressed for redefining the function of the 
church and how individual believers should dress and act. One of the main ways this 
attempt at redefinition occurred was by using the BIC Manual of Doctrine and 
Government to clearly spell out dress codes and other behaviors that had previously been 
left to individual discretion. Leaders within the denomination made the decision to 
mandate what had previously been assumed so that young people, as well as those who 
were not born and raised BIC, had a clearly established written code to guide their 
conduct and appearance. 
This shift toward rigid standards and legalism, while perceived by some as 
extreme, did not curb the growth of the BIC which began at the end of the nineteenth and 
beginning of the twentieth centuries. From 1926 to 1950, the BIC membership grew 
fiom 4,320 to 6,807. However, the effects of circling the wagons during the 20s, 30s, and 
40s became clear as the growth of the denomination slowed in the 1950s. At this time 
leaders within the denomination began to question who the BIC were and where the 
denomination was headed. From 1950 to 1990 the leaders of the BIC hearkened back to 
the transitions that began in the 1890- 1920 era. The pendulum reversed directions once 
again. 
1950-1990-Pushing Outward and Defining Who the BIC Are 
In 1950 at the National Association of Evangelicals (N.A.E.) convention in 
Indianapolis, a group of BIC leaders made some observations about their denomination 
and committed themselves to changes that began to reverse the course of the previous 
thirty years. As these leaders met after one of the sessions one evening, they began to 
share their frustrations and doubts about the direction of the BIC Church. Wittlinger’s 
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account of the reflections of one of the members of that group poignantly highlights the 
discussion that took place that night. 
There was unanimity within the group that we had come into legal 
bondage. Now of course you’ve got to take the setting to get the impact of 
that. We were with a group of evangelicals. For the first time in most of 
our lives, we began to fellowship with that type of people . . . in a setting 
where we felt the velocity of it [the evangelical movement]. . . . For once 
the feeling really took hold . . . that we found that they had a peculiar 
liberty and an opportunity for ministry that we did not have. We had 
closed the door on ourselves. . . . We had followed a course of 
procedure that had almost ended in an isolated ministry. Now how could 
we get o& of it? (480) 
Two issues which especially caught the attention of the men who met together that night 
were the BIC’s tradition of ministers being self-supported and the failure of churches in 
the denomination to assimilate new believers into the church. This group took no real 
strategic action to follow up on their discussion, but this meeting and the content of the 
discussion set the tone for changes that were soon to come. 
The BIC General Conference sermons of 1950 and 195 1 brought some of the 
issues discussed by the leaders in Indianapolis to the forefiont of the thinking of BIC 
leaders all over North America. In the 1951 conference sermon, J.N. Hostetter noted that 
while the denomination was doing well financially, giving was up 375 percent across the 
denomination from 1929- 1949, membership during that same period had increased by 
less than 30 percent. Hostetter went on to note that in studying population growth figures 
with a professor from the University of Buffalo, he noticed that from 1929-1949 the BIC 
had seen 1,000 youth who were born and raised in the denomination leave the church. 
Hostetter drew three conclusions fiom these statistics: (1) The BIC knew better how to 
deal with money than souls; (2) The denomination’s spiritual witness had been weak; 
and, (3) The BIC were perceived by other denominations as a legalistic body. In the 
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195 1 conference sermon C.N. Hostetter, Jr. built on the previous year’s sermon and told 
the conference body that he was concerned about the BIC Church’s susceptibility to the 
dangers of ritualism, lukewarmness, and traditionalism. He concluded his sermon by 
challenging the denomination to accept change and innovation. 
The discussion by some key leaders in the denomination at the N.A.E. convention 
of 1950, along with the General Conference sermons of 1950 and 1951, began a period of 
transition for the BIC that continues to the present day. Innovations that began in the 
1890-1920 era included: (1) A commitment to world missions; (2) An increase in local 
congregations focus on outreach; (3) An intentional strategy for ministering to children 
and youth; and, (4) A stronger emphasis on education. These earlier innovations were re- 
emphasized and grew during the years of 1950-1990. 
These years of transition were not without tension and conflict. The tug of war 
between advocates of tradition and proponents of innovation raged with people on both 
sides asking the question, “Who are the BIC?” Meanwhile the denomination experienced 
growth like it had never seen before. Between 1949 and 1989 the BIC Church grew from 
6,386 members 18,920 members. This growth represented an increase of just under 300 
percent. The changes and subsequent growth that the BIC experienced in the forty year 
period of 1950-1990 placed the denomination in position to play a significant role in 
building the kingdom of God at the end of the twentieth century and at the beginning of 
the twenty-first century. 
1990-2000+-Ag~ressivelv Pursuine; Evangelism in North America and Worldwide 
Unlike the 1920- 1950 era, which reacted sharply against the progressive changes 
that had been instituted in the previous thirty years, the 1990-2000+ era has sought to 
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build on and advance the transitions that took place from 1950-1990. The decade of the 
1990s was characterized by structural changes in denominational leadership that began in 
the 1980s. The emphasis placed on church planting and world missions was also 
renewed. While final analysis is premature because the 1990-2000+ era is just beginning, 
many people within the denomination share vision and excitement for local church health 
and growth, for church planting, and for world missions. I believe this shared vision and 
excitement will allow the BIC denomination to grow rapidly and play an increasingly 
important role as part of the body of Christ in North America. 
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CHAPTER 5 
FINDINGS FROM INTERVIEWS WITH BIC PASTORS AND LEADERS 
Overview 
The purpose of this project is to compare and contrast the foundational beliefs and 
convictions of the early River BrethrenBIC leaders with the core beliefs and convictions 
of BIC pastors today. For this study I chose to focus on pastors of the sixteen BIC 
churches averaging over three hundred people in Sunday morning worship attendance. In 
addition I targeted pastors of the BIC denomination’s largest new congregations 
(churches planted in the past five years) in each of the eight regional conferences. As it 
turned out, I was able to interview fourteen of the sixteen pastors of the largest BIC 
churches and ten of the eleven church planting pastors I had targeted. As noted earlier, 
one-third of the interviews were conducted in person, two-thirds via phone, and two 
pastors responded to the interview questions in written form. 
I also interviewed eight BIC denominational leaders in my research. My purpose 
in interviewing these leaders was to gain a sharper focus on what the denominational 
leadership of the BIC Church believes. 
Chapter 5 will be subdivided into three sections. In the frst section, I will 
provide an overview of biographical information gained from the interviews with the 
pastors. In section two I will report general impressions that I received in conducting the 
interviews and reviewing the information gathered. Finally, in the third section of the 
chapter I will list what I perceive to be seven foundational beliefs and core values of the 
BIC pastors and denominational leaders I interviewed. In the course of listing the seven 
values, I will highlight some of the answers that were given to the interview questions 
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(for a complete listing of the interview results see Appendix I). 
Biographical Information Related to the Pastors Interviewed 
The interview process went very smoothly. The pastors who were contacted 
about being the possibility of being interviewed were very responsive and helpful. The 
average interview lasted approximately forty minutes. While not all of the data that 
follows relates directly to the ultimate purpose of the project, I will provide information 
on the “prototypical pastor” interviewed. 
The average age of the pastors interviewed was just under forty-nine years. The 
pastors interviewed came from six different states in the United States-California, 
Indiana, Kansas, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Wisconsin-as well as from Canada. Of 
the twenty-four pastors interviewed, eleven began their ministry in the BIC Church while 
thirteen came to minister in the BIC fiom other denominations. Of the thirteen pastors 
who came to minister in the BIC from another denomination, nine of those pastors 
attributed their move to the positive influence they received fiom a BIC leader. The 
average length of years in ministry for the twenty-four pastors was just over nineteen 
years, with fourteen of those years being in the BIC and five of those years ministering in 
other denominations. Excluding the new congregations, the average length of stay for the 
pastors at their present church was just under ten years. 
While the focus of my study was specifically related to BIC pastors, I thought that 
interviewing denominational leaders of the BIC Church would add strength to my 
findings and give me different insights than I might receive from the responses of the 
pastors. In addition to the BIC Moderator and the General Church Secretary, I was able 
to interview five of the BIC six regional bishops, the Director of BIC World Missions, 
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and the Director of Field Studies over the three Pennsylvania regional conferences. The 
interviews with these denominational leaders proved to be very helpfbl for my research. 
Where the same questions were asked, I found it interesting to note that the responses of 
the denomination leaders closely mirrored the pastors’ responses. 
General Impressions fiom the Interviews 
Prior to listing what I determined to be the foundational convictions and beliefs of 
the pastors and leaders I interviewed, I want to provide two important initial impressions. 
1. The interview sample group represents progressive BIC pastors and thinking. 
The pastors interviewed are pastors of the largest BIC churches. These churches are 
typically experiencing greater growth and have a more intentional focus on outreach than 
the average BIC church. 
2. Over half of the pastors interviewed, thirteen of twenty-four, have ministry 
experience in another denomination prior to ministering with the BIC. Thus, their 
ministry experience is broader than a pastor who has ministered exclusively in the BIC 
Church. 
As I worked through the interview process I noticed that the answers received 
correlated directly to the way the questions were asked and the wording that was used. 
As I asked the questions, I was quick to reword a question or restate it if the respondent 
struggled with the language or the concepts conveyed by certain words. Two words that 
fiequently triggered hesitant responses and a desire on the part of the pastor or leader for 
further clarification were the words “success” and “growth.” This hesitancy came 
through often in the pastors’ responses to the question, “TO what factors do you attribute 
your church’s growth and success?” I also encountered hesitancy to the word “success” 
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when I asked the denominational leaders, “As you reflect on the history of the BIC, what 
are the factors that you believe have made the denomination successful?” While some 
pastors questioned the spirituality of using words like “successy’ and “gr~wth,” others 
simply questioned the accuracy of using the term success to describe their church or the 
denomination. After hearing the question about the factors that are responsible for our 
success as a denomination, one leader asked how accurate it was to label a denomination 
that has grown to 23,000 people in 225 years as successful. 
In conducting the interviews, I was struck by the overwhelming enthusiasm this 
group of pastors expressed for the denomination’s heritage, present identity, and vision 
for the future. These pastors spoke highly of the denomination’s leadership and the 
vision BIC leaders are casting in three main areas: 
1. The vision for existing congregations to evangelize new communities by 
planting churches that will focus on strategically reaching those communities; 
2. The vision to make outreach and evangelism a primary focus of every local 
Congregation; and, 
3. The vision to expand the BIC Church‘s emphasis on world mission by 
specifically focusing on unreached people groups and places where no BIC missionaries 
currently minister. 
One of the tensions I see in the BIC Church (which I will flesh out more in 
Chapter 6)  relates to a perceived dichotomy between discipleship, seeing believers 
mature, and evangelism, reaching to those outside of the church. The answers and 
reflections to this question were extremely varied. Some pastors recognized an acute 
tension between evangelism and discipleship, while others seemed oblivious to any 
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conflict. For the most part, the pastors interviewed see discipleship and evangelism as 
opposite sides of the same coin, rather than as competing ideas. While they recognize 
that ministry to believers in the church and ministry to nonchristians outside of the 
church can create tension, they do not believe that this competition has to exist. 
I was surprised by the importance these pastors placed on theology. They 
frequently referred to the theological movements of Anabaptism, Pietism, and 
Wesleyanism. Most of the thirteen pastors who came to the BIC after ministering 
elsewhere spoke of BIC theology and the roots of Anabaptism, Pietism, and Wesleyanism 
,. . 
as instrumental in their decision to become BIC. These pastors also spoke very favorably 
of the BIC Church’s history and roots. In response to the question, “On a scale of 1-10, 
(with 1 being low and 10 high) rate how important the BIC’s tradition and historical 
roots are for your church today,” the average was just under 6.5. My presupposition 
that the pastors interviewed represented the more progressive element of the BIC Church 
led me to suspect that the concern of these pastors for theological issues and appreciation 
for the BIC tradition and historical roots might be lower than the interview results 
indicated. However, in spite of these pastors’ appreciation for the historical roots of the 
BIC, over half of the twenty-four interviewed expressed concern relative to their 
perception that the BIC Church’s tradition and apparent love of history keeps the 
denomination from effectively changing and growing. 
Seven Key Beliefs and Convictions of BIC Pastors and Leaders Interviewed 
I interviewed twenty-four BIC pastors and eight BIC denominational leaders for 
the express purpose of determining their foundational beliefs and convictions. In 
conducting the interviews, I wanted to give the pastors and leaders an understanding of 
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the problem I was researching without asking leading questions that would have had 
them compare their beliefs and convictions with those of their spiritual ancestors in the 
BIC Church. Instead, I intentionally fiamed the questions in a nondirective way that 
would elicit responses fiom which I could determine key beliefs and convictions. In spite 
of the fact that sifting through these answers and arriving at conclusions was a somewhat 
subjective process, reviewing the answers to the questions clearly revealed seven 
recurring values. 
The th ing  of this project coincided with the BIC Church releasing its newly 
established core values in pamphlet and book form. (A list of these values can be found 
in Appendix J.) However, I determined that the most helpfil and insightfbl approach for 
me was to draw the beliefs and values from the interviews conducted with the pastors and 
leaders, rather than simply comparing the newly released core values with the beliefs and 
convictions of the early BIC. The following are seven foundational beliefs and 
convictions that became evident through the interview research I conducted. 
#1 There is a deep commitment to reaching the world with the Gospel 
through outreach at the local congregational level, through church planting, and 
through world missions. When asked, “What about the BIC resonates most closely with 
you?” thirteen of the twenty-four pastors mentioned the passion and commitment of the 
BIC for evangelism and church planting. In a related response, two pastors mentioned 
the BIC missions emphasis. Likewise, a commitment to evangelism rated as the top 
answer to the question, “TO what factors do you attribute your church’s growth and 
successT’ And when asked to express what excites them about the future of the BIC, 
nearly half of the respondents mentioned the commitment of the BIC to church planting. 
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In responding to the question regarding any potential dichotomy between 
discipling believers and reaching out to nonchristians, many of the pastors expressed 
their conviction that discipleship and evangelism must go hand in hand. Some 
questioned whether believers are truly being discipled if no fruit is borne in evangelism 
Throughout the interviews pastors and leaders mentioned their desire to see the BIC 
minister in relevant ways to their culture. Several respondents expressed appreciation for 
the freedom the BIC Church allows churches and pastors to have in seeking to be 
relevant and innovative. When the BIC denominational leaders were asked what about 
the BIC resonates most closely with their heart, three of the eight respondents mentioned 
the way in which the BIC are expressing their core values. These pastors spoke with 
appreciation for the way in which the denomination is seeking to be relevant in reaching 
the present culture. At the same time, over half of the pastors, when asked about 
concerns they have for the kture of the denomination, noted that the denomination must 
not hold churches and pastors back from reaching their culture by placing too much of an 
emphasis on the denomination’s history and tradition. 
The pastors’ commitment to evangelism in North America and around the world 
came through strongly in the interviews. These pastors see the BIC as positioned to play 
a significant role in evangelizing and building the Kingdom of God, but at the same time 
express concern that the emphasis the BIC place on history and tradition may hinder or 
divert effective evangelism in the future. 
#2 The BIC place a high value on family, community, and body life. This 
value came through clearly in the interview questions. In answer to the questions, “What 
about the BIC resonates most closely with you?’ and “To what factors do you attribute 
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your church’s growth and success?’ this value received support ffom one-third of the 
respondents, second only to evangelism. The pastors also mentioned a commitment to 
the family as one of the top four most important personal convictions. As noted above, 
over half of the pastors interviewed came to the BIC aRer ministering in other 
denominations. The emphasis on family and community, which these pastors perceived, 
was often mentioned as pivotal in their decision to minister in the BIC denomination. 
While this commitment to family and community is clearly a strength of the 
denomination, this value can also be a double-edged sword. A number of the pastors and 
leaders interviewed perceive that the strong emphasis on family is actually hindering the 
growth and innovation of the BIC. Two of the questions asked of the eight 
denominational leaders addressed the issue of hindrances to growth and fblfilling God’s 
desire for the denomination. One question asked about factors that have hindered growth 
in our history, while the other question addressed concerns these leaders have as they 
look to the future. In both instances the top answers revealed concern about the strong 
emphasis the church places on family and community. Of the eight denominational 
leaders interviewed, five pointed to the denomination’s tribalism or tendency to be in- 
grown as the major factor that has historically hindered the growth of the BIC. The 
question which focused on concerns for the denomination as it moves into the future 
received a wide range of answers, but tied for the top spot, with two respondents, was a 
concern that the family emphasis may be a barrier to the denomination being used as God 
desires. One of the respondents to this question stated that the BIC must “learn to value 
fellowship, without being fellowship driven.” 
I believe that the strong response many pastors gave denying the reality of any 
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dichotomy between discipleship and evangelism points to this double-edged sword. I 
interpreted fiom many of the answers that while the pastors do not view discipleship and 
evangelism as conflicting concepts, a tension does exist between these ideas in many of 
their churches. I contend that much of the perceived tension between discipling believers 
and reaching out to the unchurched stems from an unhealthy emphasis on family and 
body life which views community in the local congregation as the end to be achieved, 
rather than as a means to klfilling Jesus’ Great Commission. Nevertheless, the value of 
family, community, and body life is foundational to who the BIC are today. 
#3 The BIC see a vibrant and growing personal relationship with Jesus 
Christ as foundational to an idividual’s relationship with God. This value 
encompasses not only salvation and its importance as the starting point, but also 
discipleship and one’s ongoing growth in the Lord. A vibrant and growing personal 
relationship with Jesus Christ received very strong support in answer to several questions 
the pastors were asked. When the pastors and the denominational leaders were asked to 
list three to five of their most important personal convictions that guide their life and 
ministry, a personal relationship with Jesus Christ was the top answer. Words like 
“centrality,” “foundation,” and “starting point” were used to communicate the importance 
these pastors and leaders placed on a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. 
Additionally, when asked what about the BIC resonated most closely with their hearts, 
eight of the twenty-four pastors pointed to the Pietistic emphasis of the BIC on a heartfelt 
conversion experience. Likewise, one quarter of the pastors listed discipleship, 
obedience, and/or sanctification as one of their most cherished personal convictions. 
I am sure that if pressed (or if perhaps the questions were worded differently) 
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every pastor and denominational leader would give hearty assent to the fact that a 
personal relationship with Jesus Christ is one of the values the BIC hold dear. This may 
be a value that is assumed to be foundational and, therefore, not mentioned by everyone. 
Yet I see the fact that so many pastors and leaders placed such high value on the priority 
of personal relationship with God points to the prominence of this value in the BIC 
Church. 
#4 The BIC are committed to trusting in and obeying God’s Word as 
revealed in the Bible. My guess is, that, like a personal relationship with Jesus Christ, 
commitment to the written Word of God is a value that, while nearly universally held 
among BIC pastors and leaders, was often assumed by the respondents to the survey. 
Even if this assumption is correct, the fact that the Word of God received such strong 
support in answer to a number of the questions asked is significant. Next to Jesus’ 
redemption as the starting point for relationship with God, trust in God’s Word received 
the second most responses in answer to the question, “What are your most important 
personal convictions?” Accordingly, when asked to list key facts that have contributed to 
individual church’s growth and success, preaching ranked third behind a commitment to 
evangelism, love, warmth, and fiiendliness in the church. The question, “What does our 
denomination have to offer other denominations?” when posed to the denominational 
leaders elicited a wide range of responses, but the second most common answer was that 
the BIC place a strong emphasis on Scripture. On the flip side of the coin, when asked 
about their concerns for the future, several pastors mentioned their concern that the BIC 
is in danger of losing its biblical foundations. While this could be seen as a negative, I 
think the concern highlights the importance these leaders place on the Scripture. 
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Reflection on the answers given by both pastors and denominational leaders on the above 
questions make it clear that the BIC place a high value on the written Word of God. 
#5 The BIC are committed to honoring and building on their history and 
tradition. I must confess that the presence of this value in the list of foundational beliefs 
and commitments that the BIC hold today surprised me. However, as I reviewed the 
pastors’ and denomination leaders’ responses, this value came through very clearly. 
The question I asked the pastors which directly addressed this issue was, “On a scale of 
1 - 10 (with 1 low and 10 high) rate how important the BIC Church’s historical roots and 
beliefs are for your church today?’ Of the twenty-one pastors who answered this 
question with a number, the average score given was just under 6.5. After receiving a 
number from the pastors, I asked each of them to explain their answer. I noticed several 
common themes in their responses. First of all, many pastors noted that the core beliefs of 
the early BIC and its heritage are foundational to who their church is today. Several 
pastors pointed out that these values are scriptural and have been confirmed by the 
leading of the Holy Spirit in their own lives and ministries. Secondly, many of the 
respondents noted that while the beliefs and values are important to their churches today, 
the package that the values come in must fit our culture today. Finally, several of the 
pastors interviewed wanted to draw clear distinctions between the historic belief systems 
and roots of Anabaptism, Pietism, and Wesleyanism as they understand them, and the 
theology and practices of the early BIC. In making this distinction, these pastors pointed 
out the incongruence they see between the origin and early years of the River 
Brethren/BIC, with its tendency toward an inward focused, family or cloister mentality, 
and the emphasis on evangelism, missions, and outreach that originally characterized 
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Anabaptism, Pietism, and Wesleyanism 
Another response that also points to the value the BIC place on their history and 
tradition came though in the excitement numerous pastors expressed about the 
denomination’s recent restatement of its core values. The importance given to the history 
and roots of the BIC also is seen in the way pastors answered the question, “What about 
the BIC resonates most closely with you?” Three of the top six answers to this question 
referred directly to the BIC historical roots of Wesleyanisrn, Pietism, and Anabaptism 
The value the BIC place on their history and tradition is evident in both strengths 
and weaknesses. This came through strongly as the pastors answered the question about 
things that need to change for the BIC in the fbture. Thirteen of the twenty-four pastors 
interviewed identified the slowness of the BIC to c h g e  and the preoccupation they 
perceive the denomination has with history, doctrine, structure, and bylaws. Likewise, 
when the eight denominational leaders were asked about factors that have historically 
hindered the growth of the denomination, the top answer was tribalism, family emphasis, 
and ingrown tendencies. These answers point to a strong tie with history and traditions 
that limit the denomination in moving forward with innovation and change. 
History and tradition are important values to the BIC Church. Nearly all the 
pastors and leaders interviewed recognize the strength and stability that the history of the 
BIC Church affords. However, m y  also see that an undue emphasis on history and 
tradition has stifled the BIC in the past, and also has the potential to curb innovation, 
change, and growth in the hture. 
#6 The BIC place great importance on flexibility and balance in many areas. 
One could make a case that the foundations for this value were established at the 
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founding ofthe R k r  Brethren/BIC. The founders of this new movement positioned 
themselves in a mediating position between the Mennonite Church, in which some of 
them had grown up, and what became the UB Church, to which they became attracted 
though Martin Boehm and Philip William Otterbein. Theologically, the BIC Church is a 
Unique blend of Pietism, Anabaptism, and Wesleyanism. When the twenty-four pastors 
interviewed were asked, “What about the BIC resonates most closely with you? one- 
third of the respondents pointed to the denomination’s Pietistic emphasis, one-third to the 
Wesleyan heritage, and one-fourth to the Anabaptist ideas. Several respondents pointed 
to two of these three theological positions as significant for them Seven of the twenty- 
four pastors noted their appreciation for the doctrinal latitude that the BIC give. The 
value that BIC pastors place on balance and flexibility came through in other questions as 
well. When asked what excites them about the future of the BIC Church, four pastors 
pointed to the balance that is evident in the denomination. One of the pastors 
characterized this balance as being “between Baptist and Methodist.” 
The understanding that balance and flexibility are important to the BIC came 
through even more strongly in the interviews with the denominational leaders. In 
response to the question regarding the aspects of the BIC that resonate most closely with 
their hearts, half of the leaders mentioned the words “flexibility” or “balance.” Likewise, 
when these denominational leaders were asked to point to factors that they see have made 
the BIC successhl historically, the leading answer was flexibility in doctrinal issues. 
However, the value of flexibility and balance came through most clearly in the final 
question posed to the BIC denominational leaders: “Who are the BIC as a denomination, 
and what does this denomination have to offer to others?“ Seven of the eight leaders 
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interviewed mentioned the ability of the BIC to partner with a wide range of groups 
across denominational and theological lines. Leader after leader mentioned that the BIC 
do not fit in, or use, many of the boxes that commonly divide denominations with 
theological differences. One leader captured this idea well when he noted that frequently 
the BIC will partner with one group on one issue and another group on another issue. 
Members of those different groups have then asked him how the BIC can connect with 
groups that have such clear differences. This leader responded by pointing out that the 
BIC do not use the same doctrinal and theological boxes used by many denominations. 
The value of balance and flexibility, particularly as it relates to theological issues, 
is deeply held in the BIC Church. This value was present at the founding of the 
denomination and continues to be important to BIC pastors and leaders today. 
#7 The BIC Church is committed to spiritual leadership and the 
development of leaders. Many of the responses to this question reveal the opinion 
among pastors and leaders that leadership has often been neglected and even devalued in 
the history of the BIC Church The importance placed on leadership came through in the 
answers given to the interview questions in both positive and negative statements. 
Let us first focus on the responses given by the BIC pastors that positively 
affirmed leadership as a value in the BIC Church. In answer to the question, “What about 
the BIC resonates most closely with you?” over sixty percent of the pastors spoke of the 
vision and passion the denomination’s leaders have for church planting, evangelism, and 
missions. When asked to what they attribute their congregation’s growth and success, 
three of the top seven answers given addressed the issue of leadership: commitment of 
leaders to evangelism, commitment of lay leaders to the church, and commitment of the 
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pastors to empower others to lead. Likewise, when the pastors were asked what excites 
them about the BIC Church as it moves into the future, many of the respondents pointed 
to leadership. Fourteen of the twenty-four pastors expressed excitement about the shift 
they perceive toward stronger leadership and a f f i e d  the present leaders’ vision. Eleven 
of the pastors spoke with excitement about the vision of the church and the leaders for 
church planting. Likewise, four of the pastors specjiically mentioned the leadership of 
BIC World Missions as giving them excitement about the future. The high emphasis the 
interview respondents placed on leadership undoubtedly coheiates with the %ct that these 
pastors are pastors of the largest BIC churches and new congregations. In larger 
churches a premium is often placed on leadership, whereas in smaller churches, strong 
leadership is often viewed skeptically. 
As might be expected, the answers given to the interview questions by the BIC 
leaders also gave evidence to a high view of leadership. In answer to the question, “What 
are three to five personal convictions that are foundational for you?” leadership 
development ranked third with two of the eight leaders mentioning this value. When 
asked about fhctors that have historically hindered the BIC Church fiom growing, lack of 
leadership and respect for leadership ranked second. One of the leaders noted that this 
lack of respect and value for leadership is even inherent in the structures of the BIC 
Church. 
As mentioned earlier, part of the reason for the strong value placed on leadership 
today may be a reaction against a perceived lack of leadership in the past. This idea came 
through strongly when the BIC church leaders were asked about what they were excited 
as they looked to the future and about what they were concerned. In both cases, 
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leadership development ranked first. Four of the eight leaders interviewed expressed 
their excitement about the fact that the denomination is doing much better in developing 
leaders. At the same time, the number one concern of these leaders as they look to the 
future is that the BIC need to do a better job of developing leaders. 
Both the pastors and BIC denominational leaders interviewed place a high value 
upon leadership and the development of spiritual leaders. The value the denomination 
places on strong leadership and the respect given to leaders is growing, but at the same 
time the ongoing need for leadership development continues to be a high priority. 
In summary, through my interviews with pastors of the BIC largest churches and 
church plants and with the denomination’s church leaders, I see the following values and 
commitments as foundational to who the BIC are today: 
#l Reaching the world with the Gospel through outreach at the 
congregational level, through church planting, and through world missions; 
#2 Family, community, and body life; 
#3 A vibrant and growing personal relationship with Jesus Christ as 
foundational to our relationship with God; 
#4 Trusting and obeying God’s Word as revealed in the Bible; 
#5 History and tradition being honored and built on; 
#6 Flexibility and balance; and, 
#7 Spiritual leadership and the development of leaders. 
In Chapter 6 I will compare and contrast these values with the beliefs and convictions of 





In Chapter 3 four research questions were raised that defined the purpose of this 
study. The first question was, “What are five to ten key convictions of the early BIC that 
guided the church in its early days and allowed them to experience God, both 
individually and corporately?” Question #2 was, “What are five to ten key convictions of 
the pastors of the largest BIC churches and new congregations today?” The third 
question was, “How much of a connection do pastors of the largest BIC churches and 
new congregations perceive their churches to have with the historic beliefs of the BIC 
Church?” Answering these questions was the focus of Chapters 4 and 5. 
The fourth research question is the focus of this final chapter. “In comparing and 
contrasting the key convictions of the early River BrethrenBIC Church and the largest 
BIC churches and new congregations today, what can we learn that might enable OUT 
denomination and current BIC churches to experience greater health and growth as they 
seek to enlarge and advance God’s kingdom worldwide?’ I believe that answering this 
question about future health and growth among BIC churches will provide a fitting 
summary for this project. I will address this issue in three ways. First, I will compare and 
contrast the foundational beliefs and values of the early River BrethredBIC leaders with 
the core beliefs and convictions of the BIC pastors I interviewed. Secondly, I will 
attempt to answer other questions that have been raised throughout the course of this 
paper. Finally I will conclude this chapter by summarizing the findings of this study and 
making some personal observations related to the question, “Where does the BIC 
denomination need to go fiom here?’ 
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Comparing and Contrasting the Foundational Beliefs and Values 
of BIC Pastors Today and Yesterday 
As I studied the founding and early history of the River BrethrenlBIC movement, 
I identified six foundational beliefs and values that were central to the group at its 
founding and shaped the movement through its first one hundred years. These six values 
are: 
1. The Scriptures are the basis for faith and practice; 
2. A personal crisis salvation experience, followed by a pursuit of sanctification 
is essential to relationship with God; 
3. The church is the visible, corporate comm~ty of God; 
4. The world is corrupted, and of necessity, believers must separate themselves 
from the world; 
5 .  Discipleship consists of strict obedience to God, as revealed in his Word, and 
adherence to the beliefs and practices of the BIC Church; and, 
6.  Tradition, conservatism, and simplicity are highly valued. 
1. 
Of the six values listed, none are unique to Pietism. In contrast, values three, four, and 
five are distinctively Anabaptist. Additionally, value six, while important to other 
denominations, is also a foundational tenet of Anabaptisrn 
I also constructed a list of seven core values, which I gleaned through intewiews 
with current pastors of the largest BIC churches and new congregations (for a complete 
listing of the interview results see Appendix I). These values are: 
1.  God’s Word, as revealed in the Bible, is to be believed and obeyed; 
2. A vibrant personal encounter, and a growing experience with Jesus 
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Christ is foundational to a person’s relationship with God; 
3. Family, CommUnity, and body Me are priorities of the church; 
4. Reaching the world with the Gospel through outreach at the 
Cowegational level, through church planting, and through world missions; 
5 ,  Flexibility and balance in peripheral doctrinal and theological issues is 
prized; 
6. The historical heritage and traditions of the BIC Church are to be 
honored and built upon; and, 
7. A high priority is placed on leadership and the development of spiritual 
leaders. 
The values held as foundational by the pastors 1 interviewed appear to be 
representative of both Pietism and Anabaptism. For example, value three, which 
emphasizes f d y  and community, and value six, which highlights the importance of 
heritage and tradition, are consistent with hndamental ideas in Anabaptism. Meanwhile, 
values four, five, and seven respectively emphasize tenets of the Pietist movement like 
evangelism and missions, doctrinal and theological flexibility, and leadership 
development. 
In examining the lists of beliefs and values held by BIC leaders yesterday and 
today, my observation is that three of the values are shared by both groups. Both groups 
placed a high priority on Scripture, the centrality of a personal salvation experience, and 
the value of history and tradition. Each of these values relates to the core of the BIC 
Church’s idenitity, and most of these values would also appear in other denominations’ 
lists of core values. 
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As noted above, the three beliefs and values of the early River BrethredBIC 
which are not part of the list of values representing BIC pastors today are: 
1. The view of the church as the visible, corporate community of God; 
2. The world as corrupt, and the necessity of believers separating themselves 
from the world; and, 
3. Discipleship defined as obedience to God as revealed in the Scriptures and 
following the beliefs and practices of the BIC Church. 
I was intrigued by the fact that the beliefs and values, held by the early Brethren, which 
do not seem to be core values of current BIC pastors and leaders who were interviewed, 
are clearly of Anabaptist origin, and in fact, conflict with foundational beliefs of Pietism. 
In contrast, three of the four beliefs and values given priority by current BIC 
pastors and leaders interviewed that do not seem to have been priorities for the early 
River BrethredBIC are values that clearly have their roots in the Pietist movement. 
These are the values of outreach and evangelism, flexibility and balance relative to 
peripheral doctrinal and theological issues, and the priority of leadership and the 
development of spiritual leadership. (The value of family, community, and body life, 
while it did not make the list of values for the early River Brethren/BIC, is closely tied to 
the shared value placed on our heritage and traditions.) 
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1. Scriptures are basis for faith and practice 
2. Personal crisis salvation experience and 
sanctification are essential to relationship 
with God 
3. Church is the visible, corporate 
community of God 
4. The world is corrupt and believers must 
be separate 
5.  Discipleship consists of strict obedience 
to God, and adherence to beliefs and 
practices of BIC Church 
6. Tradition, conservatism, and simplicity 
are highly valued 
Table 1 
1 .  God’s Word is to be believed and 
obeyed 
2. A vibrant personal encounter, and a 
growing experience with Jesus is 
foundational to relationship with God 
3. Family, community and body life are 
priorities 
4. Reaching the world through outreach, 
church planting, and world missions 
5. Flexibility and balance in doctrinal and 
theological issues is prized 
6. The historical heritage and traditions of 
the BIC Church are to be built upon 
7. Leadership and the development of 
spiritual leaders is crucial 
COMPARISON and CONTRAST of BELIEFS and VALUES 
EARLY RIVER BRETHREN/BIC 
LEADERS 
CURRE”  BIC PASTORS & LEADERS 
Throughout this paper I have referred to the origins of the BIC Church and the 
influences of Anabaptism and Pietism which the founders drew f+om as they began their 
new movement. I have noted some of the shared emphases that the Anabaptist and Pietist 
movements have had through history and yet also have called attention to the clear and 
distinct differences between Anabaptism and Pietism. The differences between these 
movements are particularly noticeable as they pertain to their views of the nature of the 
church, the church‘s relationship with the world, and the mission ofthe church. Niebuhr 
probably summarizes these differences most succinctly. He distinguishes between four 
positions churches take in their approach to the world. He characterizes the Anabaptist 
approach as  “Christ against culture,” while the Pietist view of the church and world is 
best summarized under his label “Christ the transformer of culture.” Niebuhr notes that 
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the “Christ against culture” approach views political power and the workings of the world 
as standing in direct contradiction to Christian faith. The “Christ the transformer of 
culture” view, on the other hand, works in and with the culture believing that God wil 
ultimately transform the culture through Jesus Christ. I see these differences lying at the 
heart of much of the BIC Church‘s struggle throughout its history to clearly define and 
communicate its identity. 
As I study the founding and early history of the River Brethred3IC I believe the 
Anabaptist elements carried fhr greater influence in determining the identity of the group 
than did the Pietist elements. As we consider the founding of the River Brethren 
movement, and the combining of Anabaptist and Pietist elements two factors must be 
taken into account. First, eighteenth-century Anabaptism, as it was known in North 
America, was of a totally different nature than the habaptism, which originated in 
sixteenth-century Europe. Sixteenth-century Anabaptism, as founded in Switzerland, and 
as it grew in Germany and Holland, was a movement characterized by severe persecution 
and phenomenal growth. The following quote by Sebastion Franck emphasizes the 
evangelistic fervor of the early Mennonites and the persecution they encountered. 
The Anabaptists spread so rapidly that their teachings soon covered, as it 
were, the land. They soon gained a large following, and baptized many 
thousands, drawing to themselves many sincere souls who had a zeal for 
God. They increased so rapidly that the world feared an uprising by them. 
(qtd. in Hershberger 154) 
A quote by Memo Simons in the same chapter highlights the Anabaptist passion for 
growth and evangelism while also alluding to the persecution they encountered. 
Therefore, we preach, as much as is possible, both by day by night, in 
houses and in fields, in forests and wastes, hither and yon, at home or 
abroad, in prisons and in dungeons, in water and in fire, on the scaffold 
and on the wheel, before lords and princes, through mouth and pen, with 
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possessions and blood, with life and death. We have done this these many 
years, and we are not ashamed of the Gospel of the glory of Christ. (qtd. in 
Hershberger 160- 1 6 1) 
Anabaptisrn in North America today is often associated with the value it places on 
separation from the world. Groups like the Amish, Shakers, and Black Hat Mennonites 
are notorious for their commitment to a counterculture lifestyle. While the Anabaptists 
have traditionally made a clear theological distinction between the church and the world, 
the isolation fiom the world for which they are so well known today has not always been 
so prevalent. Ernst Crous explains the change that took place within Anabaptism: 
Nearly two centuries of harsh persecution, internal division, and 
environmental accommodation caused later generations of Anabaptists to 
lose the missionary passion which characterized the founders of the 
movement. By the time the Mennonites emigrated &om Europe to 
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, the original Anabaptist vision had grown 
dim. (qtd. in Hershberger 237) 
Martin Schrag also points out that over time the Anabaptists in Europe were 
persecuted so vigorously that they eventually faced a choice between continuing their 
evangelistic practices or facing growing persecution and possibly extermination. Faced 
with these choices, the Mennonites chose survival and settled in remote areas walling 
themselves off from the rest of the world. They clustered in small agricultural 
communities and placed a great emphasis on ramily and community life. This clear 
separation fiom the world was strengthened as large groups of Mennonites moved to 
North America looking for peace and a life that was fiee fiom religious persecution. 
Their original evangelistic fervor was set aside as the Mennonites retreated to establish a 
small Christian subculture in the New World. Schrag describes this phenomenon as he 
writes, 
Adhering to the traditional faith meant maintaining the status quo. No 
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evangelistic or missionary work was undertaken. The patterns of worship 
were frozen. Throughout the eighteenth century no significant changes 
were made and no one intended to make any. The Bible had not changed; 
why should anyone introduce any innovations. Mennonites at this t h e  
were not only maintaining the status quo, they were moving toward 
greater isolation. (qtd. in Stoeffler 76-78) 
The Anabaptism with which the early River Brethren were familiar hardly resembled the 
passionate, evangelistically focused movement that had begun in Europe two hundred 
years earlier. 
Secondly, as we reflect on the origins of the River Brethren, I believe we are well 
served to examine the intention of the Brethren in founding this new movement. The 
following questions address this issue: Do we have historical evidence to support the fact, 
as Wittlinger, Schrag, and others suggest, that the early River Brethren leaders designed a 
movement that was an intentional synthesis of the Ambaptism many of them were 
familiar with, and the Pietism they were attracted to in the preaching of Martin Boehm 
and Philip William Otterbein? or, Were these leaders simply Anabaptists whose hearts 
were touched by the enthusiasm and emphasis on life change through salvation that they 
saw in their Pietist Brethren? Were the early founders of what we know today as the BIC 
Church well versed enough in history and theology to construct a new movement 
strategically positioned between Anabaptism and Pietism? How does one account for the 
fact that during the first hundred years the River Brethren showed little evidence of 
Pietistic influence in their understanding of the church, the church's relationship with the 
world, and the church's mission? (In contrast, the Pietistic elements of the BIC tradition 
are much more influential in the thinking of the pastors and churches who were 
interviewed for this project.) These are critical questions because they not only influence 
how the BIC Church perceives its tradition and heritage, but how the denomination views 
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itself today, and how it answers key questions such as the ones addressed below. 
Addressing Important Questions that Highlight Current Tensions in the BIC Church 
The tug of war centered on the issue of the BIC Church‘s identity that has 
occurred throughout the 220 year history of the BIC Church seem to be essentially a 
struggle between advocates of Anabaptist values on one hand, and proponents of Pietist 
values on the other hand. In Chapter 3 of this paper, I identified three questions that are 
crucial for the BIC to resolve as they move into the twenty-first century. These questions 
highlight these Anabaptist and Pietist tensions: 
1. How do the BIC reconcile their historic emphasis on community and the 
priority of the visible, gathered church with outreach, evangelism, and God’s heart for the 
lost as expressed in the Scriptures? 
2. How do the BIC facilitate the intentional growth of believers as disciples of 
Jesus while also focusing on introducing Christ to those who do not yet know him? 
3. How do the BIC honor and build on their unique heritage while also 
partnering with believers and churches of other denominations to hlfill the Great 
Commission today? 
It is my observation that each of these questions has its roots in the inherent 
tension between Anabaptist and Pietist views of the church and its mission in the world. 
The tension that exists between being family focused and focusing on those outside of the 
church, between discipleship and evangelism, and between the Uniqueness of our heritage 
and a growing desire to link arms with believers and churches of other denominations are 
tensions that have surfaced throughout the BIC’s 220 year history. In essence, the issues 
tie in to the question, “Do the BIC today place priority on their identity, as did their 
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Anabaptist predecessors, or on their mission, as did their Pietist ancestors?" Let us 
explore this issue by addressing the three questions listed above. 
The first question focuses on reconciling the BIC Church's historic emphasis on 
cornunity and the gathered church with outreach and evangelism. The second question 
addresses the conflicting priorities of developing or discipling believers and reaching out 
to and evangelizing unbelievers. And the third question relates to honoring and building 
upon the BIC's historical identity while partnering with believers and churches of other 
denominations to h f i l l  the Great Commission. 
While each of these questions are presented in an either/or manner, most 
Christians would give assent to the fact that none of these issues are of necessity mutually 
exchsive. However, the reality is that churches that focus on one of these issues often do 
so to the neglect of the other. For example, churches that emphasize community and 
family are often perceived as being resistant to accepting and incorporating people fiom 
the outside. Conversely, churches that emphasize evangelism and outreach often have a 
reputation for lacking community and a family atmosphere. 
Likewise, churches that focus on discipling and maturing believers often seem 
weak in evangelizing unbelievers. Conversely, churches committed to evangelism 
frequently seem to do a poor job in discipling believers. Lastly, churches that place a 
high priority on their heritage and historic identity are often resistant to partnering with 
believers and churches of other denominations; whereas, churches that easily link arms 
with other believers and exhibit flexibility in doctrinal and theological issues tend to 
devalue their heritage and are perceived as having a weak and poorly defined theology. 
This tendency to gravitate to one extreme or the other on the above issues is 
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CO-On in many churches and denominations, but these issues seem especially prevalent 
in the BIC C%urch. I have experienced this tension on three levels. (1) In my own local 
church experience at the Mechanicsbug BIC Church 1 have seen the direction and vision 
church c w e  fiom an inward, family focus to an emphasis on outreach awI touching the 
surrounding community. During this transition I have seen a clear h e  of demarcation 
between people who were concerned with holding on to our BIC identity and those who 
wanted to pursue the mission of reaching unbelievers. (2) I have also had frequent 
conversations with pastors in the BIC Church who express concern for the fact that in 
pursuing a mission local churches and the BIC denomination are in danger of losing their 
identity. (3) Finally, the tension between identity and mission is obvious to me as I 
observe BIC churches ministries, programs, and strategies. It is easy to recognize 
churches that are motivated by mission based on the focus of their ministries and 
programming, and by the mindset of their leaders. Likewise, churches whose primary 
motivation appears to be maintaining their identity are also easy to spot. The differences 
of opinion, focus, and ultimately fruit, between those who are committed to mhtainhg 
their BIC identity on the one hand and those desiring to pursue the mission of reaching 
the lost on the other are very clear. 
Summary and Personal Observations about the Future of the BIC Church 
As I summarize the findings of this project and consider the implications of those 
findings for the fbture of the BIC Church, I would like us to consider the following 
question, "Will the tenets of habaptism or Pietism lead the BIC denomination into the 
future? For most, if not of all, of its 220 year history, the BIC have given verbal assent 
to the fact that its theology and practice reflect a synthesis of Anabaptist and Pietist 
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theology and practice. However, upon fbther reflection, a strong case can be made that 
rather than portraying a synthesis of Anabaptist and Pietist beliefs BIC history can more 
accurately be pictured as a pendulum that has swung back and forth between Ambaptism 
and Pietism. 
During the denomination’s first hundred years, Anabaptism clearly played the 
predominant role in defining who the River BrethredBIC were. This is primarily seen in 
the strong evidence the River Brethren placed on the Church as the gathered body of 
believers and by their intentional separation from the world. The years 1890 to 1920 
represented a shift toward Pietistic values. These years were characterized by a renewed 
focus on outreach and evangelism in the United States and overseas and a willingness to 
partner with other denominations as well as to incorporate new innovations. In response 
to this new openness, the decades of the 1920s,  O OS, and ’40s reflected an intentional 
push to return the BIC to its Anabaptist roots. Then, beginning with an informal meeting 
among influential BIC leaders at a 1950 National Association of Evangelicals in 
Indianapolis, the course was once again set for the denomination to pursue initiatives that 
have always been associated with the Pietist movement. Since 1950 the tug of war 
between proponents of Anabaptism and advocates of Pietism has ebbed and flowed with 
both groups seeking to establish the denomination’s identity as well as its course of 
direction for the future. The vision presented by the BIC denominational leaders at the 
2000 General Conference, and the information I gained through interviews with BIC 
pastors and leaders lead me to believe that at the present time the historic values of 
Pietism supercede the traditional beliefs of habaptism in determining the identity of the 
BIC Church. 
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I attribute the BIC Church’s current affinity with Pietism in large part to the 
reality that b k p t i s a  as it is presently construed, places a great emphasis on identity, 
forms, and -&me, While p k h g  a lesser value on mission. Pietism, in contrast, de- 
emphasizes issues of identity, form, and structure and places great priority on the collGept 
of mission. The tendency of Anabaptism in North America has been to focus on what it 
looks like to be the church, while often losing sight of the church‘s mission in the world. 
Pietism, meanwhile, has kept the mission of fXfi1ling the Great Commission through 
outreach, evangelism, and missions in the forefront of its thinking. 
Let us also explain this tension between Anabaptism’s emphasis on forms and 
structure and identity and Pietism’s emphasis on mission in the context of the three 
questions I have talked about several times. Consider the issue of reconciling the BIC 
Church’s historic emphasis on community and the gathered church with outreach and 
evangelism I contend that a strong sense of community and the health of the gathered 
church are not mutually exclusive fiom outreach and evangelism Rather, a strong sense 
of community and the health of the gathered body of believers are essential to effective 
outreach and evangelism Yet in many BIC churches (and in traditional Anabaptkm) the 
strong emphasis on community and the gathered body of believers actually inhibits 
outreach and evangelism In essence the importance of coxnmdty has superceded the 
mission of evangelism. 
Consider the second question regarding the priorities of discipleship and 
evangelism (this links closely with the first issue). In the Great Commission, Jesus called 
his followers to make disciples by evangelizing. Yet in many BIC Churches, and I would 
contend in habaptism as a whole, discipleship has come to be strictly defined as the 
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nurturing and maturing of believers rather than the entire process of seeing a person move 
fiom unbeliever to saving fhith in Jesus Christ to mature Christian Once again, the 
means (discipleship) has been focused on to such a degree that the end result of seeing 
people come into a personal relationship with Jesus Christ has at times been overlooked. 
Finally, the third question focuses on honoring and building upon our BIC 
historical identity while also having a desire to partner with believers and churches of 
other denominations. Anabaptism has always emphasized its identity and seen that as 
crucial to fulfilling its mission. The UB leader Martin Boehm was excommunicated from 
the Mennonite church in which he grew up because of his insistence on linking anns with 
believers of other denominations, and his was not an isolated case. Likewise, the BIC 
have always been somewhat skeptical of partnering with other believers and churches. 
The BIC have been afiaid of being influenced negatively by others and of ultimately 
losing their own identity. The following quote about Charles Baker, a late nineteenth and 
early twentieth-century BIC leader, while more representative of the thinking of a bygone 
era, does capture the sentiment of people who are committed to going to great lengths to 
preserve their BIC identity. Sider writes, 
Baker himself rarely attended services in another denomination, and he 
discouraged others fiom attending. It was dangerous he maintained, to 
become friendly with other groups: The history of the brotherhood 
showed that the Brethren in Christ were always affected by them, not the 
other way around. The only alternative that remains for us as a church, is 
to stand together, and come to the rescue as one man. . . to keep aloof 
fiom mixing up too fkeely with others. . . and strive manfully for the 
principles for which the church has so bravely labored during the past. 
(Hitory of the Brethren in Christ in Canada 71-72) 
Again, I would submit that the tendency of the BIC is to allow the means, their 
identity, to take center stage while the end of partnering with others to klfill Jesus’ Great 
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Commission moves to the background. 
So, where does the BIC denomination go fiom here? How do the traditions and 
heritage of the BIC merge with the identity of the denomination to set the course for the 
future? I would like to humbly offer four suggestions. 
First of all, the BIC need to embrace the mission God has given us as a 
denomination. We are witnessing exciting health and growth in local churches, in 
church planting, and in world missions. Our denomination is playing a significant role in 
helping to fulfill Jesus’ call in Matthew 28: 18 to “go and make disciples of all nations.” 
Our North American culture is increasingly a culture where people want to know that 
their life counts for something bigger than themselves. In the past many people have, by 
and large, avoided the church because of the prevailing sentiment that churches were 
irrelevant, inward focused, and tradition bound. Today, more and more churches have 
embraced Jesus’ Great Commission and are committing themselves to communicating 
this message to the surrounding culture. If our denomination is to grow in health and 
strength, we must keep OUT mission, the Great Commission, as our top priority, not 
allowing that mission to be obscured by forms, structures, and a preoccupation with our 
identity. 
Secondly, we must reflect honestly on our heritage and traditions and admit 
the inherent tensions between Anabaptism and Pietism. As a denomination that has 
always placed great importance on our heritage, our tendency has been to view the past 
with rose-colored lenses. Our history and traditions are important primarily because of 
how they impact us today. If our view of that history and those traditions is skewed, our 
present condition is affected. As I study the origins of the BIC Church and reflect on the 
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history that has been written about the denomination’s first hundred years, my perception 
is that this history has been glorified and held up as an ideal to which we would do well 
to return. The changes and transitions that have occurred in our denomination are 
viewed with a question of how we can reconcile them with our past. As a result, we are 
typically very reticent to change, fearing that we are in danger of moving away fiom, or 
losing something, of great value. As I observe the history of the BIC Church, I see great 
strengths like deep commitment to God, a desire for holiness, and a love for M y ,  but I 
also see crippling weaknesses like legalism, resistance to change, and a failure to 
embrace outreach and evangelism. 
Throughout this project I have questioned whether there is a firm basis for the 
commonly held idea that the River BrethreaIC Church represented a synthesis of 
Anabaptism and Pietism at its founding. For me, the word “Synthesis” connotes a merger 
of equal or close to equal parties. As I view the first one hundred years of the BIC 
Church, I see some evidence of Pietist influence, particularly as it relates to the crisis 
experience of salvation, but the influence of Anabaptism seems much more pervasive. 
My study leads me to conclude that the evidence to support the view that the early River 
Brethren began their new movement intending to create a synthesis between Anabaptism 
and Pietism is not very compelling. My desire in making this point is not to disparage 
our ancestors or the founding of our denomination. Rather, I want us to think accurately 
about our origins and the significance they have for us today. I want us to build on OUT 
historic strengths and excise our weaknesses, so we can pursue the mission God has for 
us rather than expending energy trying to define ourselves today by an ideal that never 
existed. 
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Thirdly, as we communicate our Anabaptist roots, we need to focus on the 
heart and mission of the movement, not just the outward forms and structures with 
which it came to be associated in North America. As noted several times earlier in this 
paper, the Anabaptist movement, as it began in sixteenth-century Europe, was a powerful 
and growing movement. The Anabaptists emphasized the centrality of a personal 
salvation experience and a growing relationship with Jesus Christ. The Anabaptists were 
characterized by their missionary zeal, actively evangelizing all over Europe in spite of 
tremendous persecution. They were also known for their commitment to reading the 
Scriptures and diligently applying its truths to their lives. Klassen points out that the 
Anabaptists were one of the first groups to read the Sermon on the Mount and to make 
Jesus’ words found in Matthew chapters five through seven normative for all Christians 
(66-67). 
In spite of all of these positive characteristics, the word “Anabaptism” today 
conjures up thoughts of legalism and separatism. Yes, Anabaptism is known for its 
commitment to nonviolence and the emphasis it places on believer’s baptism rather than 
infant baptism, but the historic emphases of the centrality of a personal salvation 
experience, missions, and holiness are little known. The original Anabaptists were 
people who were clearly focused on fulfilling the Great Commission. This is supported 
by Littell’s claim that the Scriptures which the Anabaptists used as their primary texts 
were Matthew 28 and Mark 16. Littell goes on to say, 
There had been fiom time to time vocational groups in the Great Church 
which strove to fulfill the Master’s World View-notably the Franciscans. 
But the Anabaptists were among the first to make the Commission binding 
upon all church members. (1 12) 
This passion and zeal for evangelism is what connected proponents of Pietism and 
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Anabaptism in Europe. They shared a common mission-that of reaching the world for 
Jesus Christ. As many Anabaptists experienced deep persecution, withdrew fiom their 
culture, and later sailed for North America, the passion their ancestors had for 
unbelievers was lost, and Anabaptism came to be associated with lifeless forms and 
structures. Engle aptly describes this loss of historic memory when he writes about what 
he terms “spiritual amnesia”: 
Spiritual amnesia happens when a denomination or the offspring of a 
particular move of the Spirit forgets the fresh revelation of Jesus Christ 
and the quickening encounter with the Holy Spirit that their forefkthers 
and mothers embraced. The same doctrines are taught, but the power is 
not present. (36) 
As BIC people we need to recall the heart behind the Anabaptist movement, because 
without this passion, the structures, forms, and doctrines are an empty, lifeless shell. 
The fourth suggestion I offer is that as BIC pastors and leaders we must 
understand and communicate the truth that while our message does not change, our 
methods must change. God has blessed our denomination with a rich, historic heritage 
in Anabaptism and Pietism. This heritage has the potential to serve as a great blessing to 
us as we seek God’s direction for our future; however, our heritage and traditions also 
have the potential to function as a heavy weight around our necks. We must accept the 
fact that we can retain the message while not being tied to retaining outdated and 
culturally irrelevant methods of communication. Early Anabaptists and Pietists 
understood this truth well. These groups were committed to the eternal truths of the 
Word of God, but they determined to find creative ways to communicate that message to 
the culture they were trying to reach. 
The early Anabaptists spread their message all over Europe, preaching in homes, 
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in villages, and in forests. They were compelled to preach the message and refused to 
confine themselves to the traditional forms and structures. Likewise, throughout history 
Pietists have been willing to experiment with new methods that they believed might help 
them communicate their unchanging message. Men like John Wesley in England and 
Jonathan Edwards in North America, who were themselves influenced by Pietism and its 
teaching, left the churches and academic halls of their day to preach in the open 
countrysides. They embraced this new method of preaching because they believed it 
provided the best opportunity for them to reach the common p p l e  with the Good News 
of Jesus Christ. Wesley, the Oxford don, was at first very reluctant to preach outside of a 
church building. But after traveling to a preaching site with George Whitefield and 
seeing the thousands of people who gathered to hear and respond to the Word of God, he 
too began to preach in the opencountry sides of England. 
As BIC we need to aflirm the message of the Scriptures and the distinctive slant 
that message has had throughout our history, but we must also bless attempts to package 
that message in a way that our culture can receive. Our desire to see local churches 
experience greater health and growth, our passion for church planting, and our 
commitment to world missions can only progress as we embrace the fact that while the 
core of our message cannot change, our methods cannot stay the same. 
I began this project by expressing my belief that the BIC denomination, its 
churches, pastors, and lay people, has much to gain by learning more of its spiritual 
heritage and its historic roots in Anabaptism and Pietism. Our Anabaptist and Pietist 
ancestors were a part of significant moves of God in Europe and in North America. 
These movements varied in their theology, particularly as it related to their views of the 
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church, the church’s relationship with the world, and the church’s mission in the world, 
but they also shared foundational beliefs that we as BIC hold dear today. Both 
Anabaptism and Pietism began as movements that emphasized the centrality of a person’s 
salvation experience and ongoing walk with God. Adherents of these movements were 
committed to living holy, godly lives that stood in stark contrast to the lives of most 
church-goers around them, Anabaptism and Pietism were also committed to evangelism 
and missions. People within these movements passionately gave themselves to filfilling 
Jesus’ Great Commission by taking the message of salvation all over Europe and later to 
North America. 
The BIC Church does have much to learn and gain &om its heritage. We have a 
strong history that is rooted in the truth of God’s Word and in sharing that message with 
the world. We are also strategically positioned to communicate the message of salvation 
through our local churches, new church plants, and missions around the world. I am 
confident we have the message OUT world needs; however, the key question is: Will the 
BIC grow more effective in communicating that message to our culture in innovative, 
relevant, and ultimately h i t f d  ways? 
Future Research Points 
Through the course of researching this project I encountered additional 
information, questions, and areas of further research that were both interesting to me and 
relevant to this study; however, the immediate focus of this project and time constraints 
did not allow me to incorporate these issues into this paper. Some further topics that I 
believe are worthy of future study include: 
1. I would welcome more research into the immediate events surrounding the 
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founding of the River Brethren movement. SpecificaIly, what were the motivation and 
intent of the leaders who fbunded the River Brethren movement? 
2. My interviews focused on denominational leaders and pastors ofthe largest 
BIC Churches. What would a study that incorporates the input of medium size and small 
BIC churches fmd? 
3. What importance do the findings of this project have for other churches in the 










BIC Denomination’s Largest Churches and Their Pastors 
(1998 year-end statistics) 
Worship - Attendance Pastor 
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*Rene Perez 633 
608 Alan Robinson 
595 Wilbur Besecker 
Ken Hepner 569 
560 David Hall 
524 Ky Searcy 
423 Robert Ives 
402 *Ronald Graff 
392 Dale Shaw 
Ken Letner 380 
338 Greg Funk 

















Pastors of New BIC Congregations Interviewed 
(Attendance figures are approximations based on 1999 statistics) 
Worship Attendance Pastor 






Sauble Christ Fellowship 
(Sauble Beach, Ontario) 
Pathway Community 
(York, PA) 
Spring of Hope 
(Altoona, PA) 
Harvest Community 
(Mt. Joy, PA) 
New Vision 
(Waukesha, WI) 




Fuente De Vida 
(Alta Loma, CA) 
226 Martin Waite 
174 Glenn Pfeiffer 
158 Tim Harden 
150 John Cressaman 
150 *Ken Anthony 
140 Dale Engle 
101 Matt Lewis 
83 Jim Hahe 
82 Harold Albrecht 














BIC Denominational Leaders 
Position 
BIC Church Moderator 
BIC General Church Secretary 
Director of BIC World Missions 
**Bishop of Pacific Conference 
Bishop of Central & Midwest Confereces 
Bishop of Allegheny & Susquehanna Conferences 
Bishop of Atlantic and Southeast Conferences 
Bishop of Canadian Conference 
**The position of bishop in the BIC Church is similar to the position of district 
superintendent in other denominat ions. 
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APPENDIX D 
Interview Questions for Pastors 
1) How was it that you came to pastor in the BIC Church? What features of the 
denomination initially attracted you to the BIC? As a pastor today, what is it 
about the BIC that resonates most closely with your personal convictions and 
passions? 
2) What would you consider to be the three to five most important personal 
convictions that guide you in your life and ministry? 
3) Does your church have a mission statement, vision statement, or set of core 
values? If so, what are they? How did your church come to adopt its present 
mission statement, vision statement, or core values? 
4) To what factors do you most attribute the growth and success of your church? 
5 )  On a scale of 1-10 (with 1 being “not at all” and 10 being “extremely”) how 
important do you perceive the BIC’s historical roots and beliefs for your church 
today? 
6)  I want to ask questions related to the key convictions of the early BIC, and 
compare and contrast those convictions with the convictions of churches today- 
issues like: Priority of Scriptures, Centrality of Crisis Salvation Experience, 
Community of Believers, Discipleship & Obedience, Separation from the World, 
etc. 
7) As you minister in the BIC Church, what is it that most excites you about our 
denomination as we begin ministry in the twenty-first century? What are your 
greatest h t ra t ions  with the denomination? As you look to the fbture, do you see 
things that you believe must change for our denomination to continue growing 
and playing a central role in building the kingdom of God? If so, what? 
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APPENDIX E 
Interview Questions for BIC Denominational Leaders 
1, How was it that you came to minister in the BIC Church? What features of the 
denomination initially impressed you about the denomination? As a leader in the 
church today, what is it about the BIC that most closely resonates with your personal 
convictions and passions? 
2. What do you consider to be three to five of the most important personal convictions 
that guide you in your life and ministry? 
3. As you reflect on our denomination’s history, to what factors do you attribute the 
success we have experienced? What, ifany, factors do you believe have inhibited us 
fiom being all God has desired us to be? 
4. How important do you perceive the BIC Church’s historical roots and beliefs to be for 
us today? 
5. I’d like you to reflect on the following: 
*The importance of BIC distinctivenwhat role do you see these distinctives playing 
in our mission as a denomination today? 
*Do you see any tension between discipling believers (building up the body) and 
evangelizing those outside of the church? Are these concepts at all mutually 
exclusive? 
*How do we as BIC link arms with other denominations (and believers of other 
beliefs) in advancing the Kingdom of God and yet maintain our distinctives as a 
denomination? 
6. In regard to our recent past and future: 
*As you consider the past 10 years, what transitions do you see the BIC undergoing? 
*As a BIC leader, what are you excited about as you look to the fbture? 
*How you do see OUT denomination needing to grow andor change as we move into 
the future? 






Bishop John A. Brubaker 
PO Box 966 
Upland, CA 91785 
Dear John, 
I am currently in the research stage of my dissertation for Asbury Seminary‘s Doctor of 
Ministry Program. My dissertation has three facets: 
1) Research the founding of the BIC Church and the roots of Anabaptism and 
Pietism that fed into it and determine what were the key beliefs and 
convictions of the leaders of the church as it was founded. 
2) Interview pastors of the largest BIC Churches today (16 churches over 300 
in Sunday AM worship attendance) and of our largest church plants (1 1 
churches spread over our 7 conferences) to determine what the churches’ and 
pastors’ beliefs and convictions are, and how those compare and contrast with 
the beliefs of the leaders of the church as it was founded. 
3) Reflect on facets 1 & 2 and share my own observations and beliefs relative to 
the future of our denomination. 
My historical research is basically completed and my interviews with pastors have been 
going very well-I’ve completed 20 of the 27. I’d like to expand the 2nd facet of my 
research by interviewing our general church leaders and bishops. The interview 
questions I would like to pose to you are very similar to what I have been asking the 
pastors. The interview will take between 30 and 45 minutes via phone. 
My church has granted me a sabbatical through the end of August, and ifpossible I’d like 
to complete the interviews prior to that time. If that isn’t possible, I’d be glad to see if we 
could arrange another time in the fall. I will try and reach you by phone during the next 
two weeks to see ifwe can arrange an interview time. I have provided the questions 
below for you to look over. 
Thank you very much for your time. 
In His Love, 
Layne A. Lebo 
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APPENDIX G 
Early BIC Membership Vows 
Do you believe in the Almighty, Triune God, Father, Son and Holy Ghost and in 
Jesus Christ (the Son) as the Savior of a lost and ruined world, and that he brought a 
soulsaving gospel €rom Heaven? 
And inasmuch as you have received the pardon of your sins, you have heretofore 
but do you now publicly renounce the world, the devil and your own corrupt nature; do 
you promise allegiance to God, and fidelity to the church? 
And do you promise that if your brother or sister should trespass against you that 
you will go and tell him (or her) his faults between him and you alone, as taught in Matt. 
18? 
And inasmuch as we are all fallible, if you should trespass against a brother (or 
sister) and he should come and tell you of your fault (according to Matt. 18), are you 
willig to receive it? (Wittlinger 92) 
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APPENDIX H 
BIC Membership Statistics for North America 
25- f--- 
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2,688 (Schrag 78) 





10,599 (Wittlinger 557) 
15,880 
20,346 (Shafer 35) 
21,643 (Minutes of BIC Church 
2000 Hoke 180) 
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APPENDIX I 
Compilation of Results from 
Interviews with Pastors and Denominational Leaders 
Pastors 
General Biographical Information: 
How They Came to Minister in the BIC Church 
11 pastors began their ministry in the BIC Church 
13 pastors came to minister in the BIC Church fkom other denominations. 
These 13 attributed their coming to the BIC to the following hctors: 
P 9 through the influence of a BIC leader 
P 2 through a connection with a local church 
P 2 other factors 
39 64 48 57 49 
53 37 49 39 51 
53 58 49 51 44 
54 41 37 39 48 
57 49 51 48 
Average age = 48.54 years of age 
Years at Present Church (excluding church plants) 
29 15 12 7 3 
1 4 8 9 6 
10 8 4 19 11 
Average length of stay = 9.73 years 
1) What about the BIC resonates most closely with you? 
13-Passion for church planting and evangelism among the leadershi'in a related 
answer 2 people mentioned the BIC missions emphasis 
&--Emphasis on family and body life 
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8-Emphasis on heartfelt conversion experience (Pietism)-in a related answer 2 
people mentioned the BIC emphasis on personal and daily relationship with the Lord 
8- Wesleyan Holiness emphasis 
7-Appreciate the fact that the BIC give much doctrinal latitude 
&Anabaptist theology and heritage 
2) What are your most important personal convictions? 
IO-Jesus ’ redemption and Christ’s centrality as the starting point for everything 
&-Trust in God’s Word 
7-Integrity, authentic@, and honesty 
&-The importance of family 
6-Discipleship, obedience, and sanctijkation 
5-God’s sovereignly, guidance, and direction-in a related answer 3 people spoke 
of the importance of God’s unshakable call to ministry 
&Lives hang in the balance in regard to what we do 
4-Multiplication and evangelism 
3) To what factors do you attribute your church’s growth and success? 
10-Commitment of the leaders to evangelism and bringing friends 
&-The love, fiiendliness, and family atmosphere 
7-Preaching 
&Prayer 
6- Worship styZe 
6-Commitment of the lay leaders 
5-Empowering others to lead 
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5- “God Thing”4race of God 
4) On a scale of 1-10 how important are the BIC Church’s historical roots and 
beliefs to your church today? Among the 21 pastors who responded, the average 
number on a 1-10 scale (with 1 being low and 10 high) was 6.4. 
5 )  As you reflect on the future of the BE, what are the things that excite you? 
14-Excited by shift toward stronger leadership and the present leaders’ vision 
1 1-Excited by the vision for church planting 
&-Encouraged by the leadership of Missions leaders (John Brubaker) 
&Appreciate the balance that is evident in the BIC (One person said, “Between 
Baptist and Methodist. ’7 
6) As you reflect on the future of the BIC, what are the things that you see needing 
to change? 
13-Concerned by our slowness to change and our preoccupation with histoy, 
doc&ine, structure, and bylaws 
0-Comments that expressed concern about us moving away porn whom we have 
been or a disenchantment with where we are headed. None of these 
responses were duplicated, but they all expressed the same concern. The 
concerns rangedpom theology, to preaching, to church planting, to losing 
our identity, etc. 
%Desire for greater emphasis on revival, prayer, and fasting 
3-Expressed the need of the denomination to continue adding leaders fiom 
leaders outside of the denomination 
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BIC Church 
and simplicity are highly 
valued 
6. Tradition, conservatism, 
APPENDIX J 
COMPARISON and CONTRAST of BELIEFS and VALUES 
6. The historical heritage and 
traditions of the BIC 
Church are to built upon 
7. Leadership and the 
development of spiritual 
leaders is crucial 
EARLY RIVER BRE-N CURRENT BIC PASTORS 
1. Scriptures are basis for 
faith and practice 
2. Personal crisis salvation 
experience and 
sanctification are essential 
to relationship with God 
3. Church is the visible, 
Corporate community of 
God 
4. The world is corrupt and 
believers must be separate 
5. Discipleship consists of 
strict obedience to God, 
and adherence to the 
beliefs and practices of 
1. God’s Word is to be 
Believed and obeyed 
2. A vibrant personal 
encounter, and a growing 
experience with Jesus is 
foundational to 
relationship with God 
body life are priorities 
3. Family, community and 
4. Reaching the world 
through outreach, 
missions, and church 
planting 
5 .  Flexibility and balance in 
doctrinal and theological 
Issues is prized 
BIC ZOO0 CORE VALUES 
1. Believing the Bible 
2. Experiencing God’s love 
and grace 
3. Belonging to the 
Community of Faith 
4. Witnessing to the world 
5. Following Jesus 
6. Living simply 
7 .  Worshipping God 
8. Pursuing peace 
9. Serving compassionately 
10. Relying on God w 
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